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SUMMARY 
STUDY  ON  TRAINING  OF  EMPIDYMENT  OFFICE  STAFF 
(COMPARATIVE  EXAMINATION  OF  SYS'IEM3  IN  FOR::E 
OR  PlANNED  IN  BELGIUM,  FRANCE,  'lHE  FEDERAL 
REPUBLIC  OF  GERM1\NY  AND  'lHE  UNI'IED  KINGDJM) 
In the frarrework of the prograillle of research and 
actions on the developrrent of the labour rra.rket,  the Office 
National de l'Emploi  (BELGIUM)  has been entrusted with the task 
of carrying out a  study on the training- of ernployrrent office staff, 
rrore precisely the training of placerrent officers and occupa.tional 
cotmSellors. 
L'  Agence Nationale p:mr l'Enploi  (FRANCE),  the Brmdes 
Anstalt flir Arbeit  (FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERMANY)  and the  ~1anpaver 
Service Cormlission  (lNI'IED KINGIX>M)  have participated in this study. 
This study airrs at presenting a  comparative examination 
of progra.mres in force or planned in the states concerned,  thus 
leading to conclusions regarding the suitability of the rreasures 
adopted by each of these agencies in the field of training. 
'lhe study falls in  to 2  parts  : 
- a  descriptive part :  "Present situation in the Federal Republic of 
Gernany,  France,  the United Kingdom and Belgium" describes training 
in each of the services concerned ; 
- a  critical part dealing with future acticn  :  "Cornrents  and propo-
sals" airrs, by rreans of the conparati  ve examination undertaken, 
at formulating an optirral training node! which each national 
service could then adapt to its specific national context. 
'lhis study was  financed by the Commission of the European 
Corrmunities in the  frarne:worl<.  of its "Progra.mre of Research and Actions 
on the I:eveloprrent of the Labour :M:irket".  'lhe analysis and proposals 
presented concerning the labour rra.rket and other spheres do not comni  t 
the Comnission in any way.  · 
'lhe Office National de 1 'Enploi expresses its gratitude 
to those responsible in the  3  agencies participating in the study 
for the helpful contribution they have rra.de,  and to the E.E.C.  who 
rra.de  it possible. 
'Ihe report has been made  available for information only  . 
It should not be quoted or referred to in published material without 
the authorisation of the COmmission.  Enquiries relating to this  _ 
study should be addressed to the Directorate General for Employment 
and Social Affairs - attention of V  /B/2,  Commission of the European 
Communities  - 200,  Rue  de la Loi,  1049  BRUSSELS. 'mBIE OF  CCNTENTS 
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1.  INTIDDUcriCN 
1.1.  'Ihe  study by the Conmission of the Euro:r:ean Commmities 
is part of its programre of research and actions on the developrrent 
of the labour rrarket and in particular of the sub-progra.nrre 
11D:veloprrent of Errployrrent Services 
11
•  Its title is : 
11'Ihe  training of 
enployrrent office staff  (comparative examination of the systerrs in 
force or planned in Belgillill,  France,  the Federal Fepublic of G=rmany 
and  the United Kingdom) 
11
• 
1. 2.  Its aim is by rreans of a  comparative examination of 
staff training systerrs in the ernploynent services concerned to shed 
light on their respective :r:erfonrances,  so as to fonnulate optimal con-
ditions for the efficiency of the training systerrs. 
1. 3.  'Ihe study's area of investigation was  limited to the two 
o:r:erational fnnctions of enploynent services, the placenent officer 
and the occupational counsellor,  for whom  the study will try to recomrend 
a  system of adequate training.  As in any comnunity study,  there should 
be no  terminology ambiguities because of translation. 
let us precise that the functions the pa.rticipating country have kept 
in their original tenninology are  : 
in France  :  the  "pros:r:ecteur placier" and the 
"conseiller professionnel" 
in the United Kingdom  :  the  "clerical officer" 
(placerrent officer)  and the  "enployrrent 
adviser" 
in Gemany  "der Arbeitsvennittler" and  "der Al:beits-
berater". 
1. 3 .1 .  In rraking the training of placerrent officers and 
occupational counsellors the subject of study,  the Cormnission of the 
Euro:r:ean Economic  Comnnnities has  responded to a  need that all the 
national employrrent services recognise as  fundanental. 
In its role of internediary between employers and those 
seeking woik,  the enployrrent service is confronted by a  problem whose 
technical,  economic and social aspects are interwoven and which is 
greatly dominated by hurren  variables.  'Ihese hurrru1  variables which 
greatly affect the labour rrarket, whether from the point of view of 
workers seeking the best job or employers seeking the best staff, are 
difficult to rraster.  'Ihe corrbination of these teclmical,  economic, 
social and hUIPan.  factors requires of the staff dealing with the 
clients a  conibination of knONledge  and qualities which are rarely 
present initially and which can only be aCX}Uired  by approptiate 
training.  'Ihe :r:erson nrus t  be sui  ted to the  job  :  an adequate training 
is one of the conditions for this.  Adequate training :  what does  this 
rrean  ?  It is essentially training orientated t!:Mards  the  job. - 2-
'lhis training is even rrore necessary in view of the fact 
that, even if they work within a  team,  placenent officers and the 
occupational counsellors exercise in practice an autonorrous  ftmction 
which by placing them directly in contact with one or other of the parties 
concerned,  leads them to take a  position without being able to refer 
beforehand to their superior in each case. 
Placenent officers and the occupational counsellors, 
in each transaction with third parties cormd. t  the agency they represent 
and place ._its credibility at stake.  What is rrore,  the advice they 
give to job seekets and the decisions they can  l~ad job seekers to 
take can have significant repercussions on the social and working 
life of these work~rs and this adds an even rrore serious rroral res-
p:>nsibili  ty. 
1. 3. 2.  Reducing the study's area of investigation also avoids 
an arrbiguity attached to the tenn "enploynent service". 
For sorre  people the terms placenent agency and enployrrent 
service are synonyrrous,  the latter term being rrore of an adaption to 
the vocabulary of the rrodem econoll¥ than an actual enlargerrent of 
the tradi  tiona! attributes of placerrent agencies . 
For others,  the concept of enployrrent service is much 
broader than that of placerrent mich is seen as one anong other specia-
lised tasks devolving on the enployrrent service. 
In the first conception,  placerrent,  that is, the rratching 
of supply and demand in enploynent is the central task, all other 
activities or operations whether preliminary or follow-up,  derive their 
justification from that. 
In the second conception,  the eiiployrrent service is 
above all resp:>nsible for man:r:over  p:>licies so that it can carry out 
national economic directives.  It is the putting into operation of 
a  line of action mose final goal is full enployrrent.  Placenent is 
only one of the elenents in a  much  bigger mole, where  the preparation, 
developnent and inproverrent of ~r  resources,  the study of the 
labour market,  regional economic developrrent etc. are integrated. 
'Ihese diverging conceptions would tmdoubtedly have 
greatly influenced this study if, as  the title indicated, it had had 
the aim of examining "staff" training in enploy:rrent agencies.  But, 
by lirni  ting it to two key ftmctions,  that of occupational counsellor 
and placerrent officer,  the Corrmission has considerably reduced its 
scope and circurrscribed the area of observation since these two  ftmctions 
are closely linked to the activity of placeirent as such. • 
3  -
2.  CURRENT  SITUATION 
of training in Belgium,  'lhe Federal Republic 
of Gernany and the United Kingdom. 
For the requirerrents of the study it  was  inportant 
to define the task of the placerrent officer and the occupational 
officer respectively,  to detennine the links Which  each of them 
represent in the chain of operations and learn the conditions for 
their recrui  trrent" and their pronotion as -well as the rreans at 
their disposal for carrying out their tasks plus the training 
prograrmes and rrethods. 
'Ihis purely descriptive section was  compiled by rreans 
of in detailed questionnaires.  After the broad outlines -were  approved 
by the Director-Generals of the enployrrent se:r:vices at their ITEeting 
on 12. 3. 1980,  the questionnaire was  finalized by a  working party in 
Brussels on the  11.4.1980 and sent to the employment services of the 
countries which had agreed to participate in the study. · 'lhey were 
returned at the end of July/beginning of August 1980. 
'lhe impression that one gains is that there is a  cer-
tain convergence in the structure and even the organization of the 
employrrent seiVices and that everywhere effort is nade in training, 
particularly as regards initial ent:J:y  into the  job,  although there 
are noticeable differences in the extent of practical achieverrent. 
'lhis is undoubtedly  the result of the beneficial effect 
of the contacts,  studies and exchanges Which  have been organized 
over the last two decades both on a  bilateral level and on a  larger 
scale,  under the aegis of the Organization of Economic  Coo~ration 
and Ieveloprrent of the European Economic  Commission on the International 
Labour Organization. - 4  -
2 .1.  'IHE  PlACEMENT  OFFICER 
The placerrent officer has long been considered as the 
lynch-pin of the placerrent service. 
Whilst the Federal Pepublic and Belgium have retained 
this job description,  France has replaced it  with the ti  tie 
"prospecteur-placier" (job finder),  doubtless so as to stress its 
dynamic aspects,  and t:.h:e  United Kingdom with the nore generic terms 
"Enployrrent Officer"  (clerical officer). 
For convenience only the te:rm  ''placerrent officer" will 
be used in the descriptive section of this reiX>rt. 
At present the placement officers stand in the front 
line of dealings with  job seekers.  For the Federal Pepublic and the 
United Kingdom,  they are integrated in an operational unit with other 
placerrent officers and administrative staff, the unit being led, or 
at least coordinated and directed by an officer of a  superior grade, 
the occupational counsellor or careers' officer.  · 
In France and Belgium,  the placement officers, whilst 
acting in close liaison with their colleagues and other specialist 
staff involved in the process of occupational guidance,  are not 
under the direct authority of the occupa.tional counsellor and therefore 
retain a  certain autonorrw in the placerrent service. 
From the replies furnished by the countries partici-
pating in the study,  2 conceptions of the role of placement officers 
errer:ge.  'Ihey can be roughly divided for the purposes of classification 
as follows  : 
- One  which can be called traditional,  makes  placement officers inter-
nediaries with full functions,  ascertaining with care the nature 
of the job offered,  drawing up profiles of the  job seekers, 
examining with them the rrost sui  table solutions for their aspirations, 
finding the rreans  to achieve this and also aiming at making a  suitable 
placerrent which will also satisfy the errployers. 
- 'Ihe other, prevalent in the United Kingdom is linked to a  free  job 
service.  Here,  placerrent officers are reception clerks who  briefly 
interview people who  have stated their job choice and,  should the 
case arise,  put them into contact with the enployer.  People who  are 
undecided about their career orientation or have particular problems 
are sent to a  qualified coliDSellor for an in-depth and/or specialised 
interview.  In this conception it is less a  case of analysing the 
offer of employnent so as to make  clear its basic characteristics 
and examining the  job applicants 'suitability for the  job in question 
than of stimulating novenent in the labour market by encouraging the 
rraximum of encotmters between supply and derrand. - 5-
2.1.1.  Role 
'Ihe  follo.ving analysis of plac:::errent officers'  role, 
as it is now,  does not pretend to be exhaustive.  It is limited to 
the basic elerrents of the  job which,  in addition to administrative 
skills,  requires a  sui  table technical and psychological training. 
In this way  the objectives of the training progra.rmre  related to it 
will becorre apparent. 
a.  'Ihe role of the placerrent officer in its traditional conception 
:reception stage 
At this stage placerrent officers have to gain the 
confidence of job seekers and make  them feel this is a  service in the 
full sense of the term which hae nothing in conrron with anonyrrous 
bureaucracy. 
- The  interview and registration of job seekers 
'Ihe interview has a  cbuble objective  : 
1)  to find out the applicant's  job aspirations  ; 
2)  to gather the necessary infonnation for drawing up an occupational 
profile, that is, a  balance sheet of the applicant's  job skills. 
Often job' seekers rely on the help of a  diploma.,  job 
experience or specific skills they claim to possess.  The  skills re-
cognized by diplorms are of unequal value and experience can be 
variable,  depending on the conpa.ny where  they were acquired.  Placerrent 
officers must only rely on sure and proven facts for judging the level 
of qualification.  rrhey will avoid presenting tmsui  table applicants to 
enployers and so protect the credibility of the placerrent service.  If 
the case arises,  they can turn to the occupational guidance service or 
the psychological advice service for skill tests,  so as to gain sure 
insight into applicants'  abilities.  If need be,  they can request the 
opinion of the rredical service on the applicants'  physical aptitudes 
for pursuing a  certain career. 
At the end of this inquiry a  job c<Xle  number is given 
together with a  note on the level of qualification or speci~isation. 
All this requires placement officers to have sufficient 
information on  jobs and careers, at least in the sector of the labour 
marl<.et which concerns  them.  They will have as their VX)rking  tools, 
documents on  job contents,  VX)rking conditions relating to them and the 
hUffi311  qualities both physical and psychological required of their 
holders.  They will carplete their professional skills by visiting 
various finns.  It can happen sorret.irres placerrent officers discover 
that behind a  job problem there is a  social ox;  family situation or 
psychological problem which requires their attention.  HCMever,  they 
should not overreach their corrpetence.  If necessary the dossier can 
be sent to specialists in vocational guidance for additional qualified 
advice.  ( 1) 
( 1)  See introduction to the description of _the  placerrent officer's role. 
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- Offers of errplqyment 
Placement officers also register offers of employment. 
'lliey cannot be satisfied with vague or woolly offers,  and it is their 
dutY  to request all the relevant details necessary for filling the 
job.  'ili.e  nost i.rrportant refer to the professional and technical 
knc:Mledge  required,  especially in cases where it is not a  traditional 
skill whose  requirements are well known  but a  job which can some"tilms 
vary from  fi:r:m  to fi:r:m.  · Here it is necessary to gain precise details 
on the technical and professional aspects and foresee their development. 
- Finding jobs 
Offers of enployrrent on employers 
1  own initiative are 
only a  small percentage of vacancies and this is due to a  variety of 
reasons  :  lack of confidence in the placerrent service following 
unhappy experiences, belief that there are not any applicants with 
the required qualifications in the regional labour ma.:rket,  inhibitions 
concerning any public institution,  etc. 
In addition,  the present social and economic deterio-
ration has significantly diminished the nurriber  of vacancies and dis-
couraged employers  from engaging staff. 
'llierefore placement officers cannot lirni  t  their work 
to just the offers they receive.  'ili.ey  must develop placement chances 
by stimulating offers from finns.  But they will not get valid results 
nnless their image in the labour narket is dynamic  and efficient,  and 
their competence is recognized by errployers. 
In this context it is not sufficient to nake desperate 
attempts at meeting employers 
1  requirements.  Placement officers have 
to make  them understand that by sometimes  lowering the requirements 
derranded of their employees,  that can,  in the medium  term,  find a  new 
profit. 
- Forms  of assistance 
To hanronize supply and denan.d  there are different 
fonns of assistance which an active rran~r policy makes  available to 
errployers so as to stimulate employment,  and also to VJOrkers  so that 
they can fill gaps in their training or become nore rrobile,  geogra-
phically or professionally. 
It is the role of placenent officers to info:r:m interested 
persons of these possibilities,  and if need be,  put them in contact 
with the competent institution. .. 
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rrhe  follow up 
It is not sufficient for placement officers to present 
well selected candidates.  'Ihey must be sure that the candidates 
presented therrselves at their interview and find out the result. 
Similarly,  should they be placed, it is good  "coillfercial" practice to 
find out if the ne.N  errployee is giving satisfaction.  'Ihis  follow-up 
nndoubtedly  takes  ti.m= but it greatly contributes to the retention 
and enlargenent of the "clientele",  thus reinforcing the agencies' 
reliability. 
- Collaboration with the occupational connsellor 
'Ihis collaboration takes place as a  natter of course 
since placenent officers are integrated into a  team nnder the guidance 
of an occupational counsellor.  Even should this not be the case, 
placenent officers must nevertheless cooperate with the occupational 
counsellor in examining and solving difficult cases. 
- Participation in info:r:rration on  jobs and the economy 
Placement officers occupy a  position which enables 
them to observe the developrrent of the labour rrarket in the sector 
pertaining to their competence.  'Ihe rroverrents of the labour force 
which they register reveal the health or otherwise of a  fim or eco-
nomic sector.  Offers of enployrrent and their specifications reflect 
developrrent in jobs since the nurrber of worl<ers,  whether snall or large, 
engaged in a  particular sector or skill is a  useful indication for 
occupational guidance. 
Participating in this observation and analysis and 
aided by information science,  placerrent offices can IPake  an appreciable 
oontribution to the study of the labour market and to the docunentation 
concerning both  jobs and ·the econoD¥. 
b.  rrhe  role of placerrent officers in the United Kingdom 
- Reception 
It is the clerical officers who  receive  job seekers at 
the  job centre.  At this first contact it is their duty to create the 
conditions for a  clinate of trust and provide general prelirnina:r:y 
info:r:rration to those interested. 
I€gistration and guidance 
'Ihey then collect the infornation required for filling 
in an identification index card and ·deciding what type of intervie.N 
is best suited to each  job seeker  : - 8  -
a  quick, brief interview for people who want to study in the sane 
branch of activity or who have already chosen their future  jab. 
'Ihese interviews are carried out by the Clerical Officers them-
selves.  'lliey try and find a  suitable vacancy and,  should the 
occas;ion arise,  contact the errployer to arrange an interview 
with the applicant ; 
A  nnre in-depth interview for applicants who  are tmdecided about 
their vocational orientation.  '!he Clerical Officers relinquish 
these cases and pass  them on tD an Errployn:ent Adviser  ; 
A special interview,  for the handicapped,  for exarrple. 
'Ihese cases are submitted tD a  specialist Employment adviser. 
'!here  fore, it is the Clerical Officers, who  according 
to their judgem:mt,  send the job applicants to the right sort of inter-
viet~.  HONever if an applicant wants his case handled by an Enployrrent 
Adviser,  this is possible. 
·  In the  "self-service" section of job centres  (first level), 
Clerical Officers help and advise  job seekers on how  tD use the system 
well  ;  they give further details of vacancies which interest the  job 
seekers and telephone enployers to arrange an interview.  'lliey try tD 
dissuade  job seekers  from applying for vacancies for which they are 
obviously not qualified.  After a  certain ntmber of unsuccessful at-
tenpts at placenent they suggest recourse tD the Enployrrent Adviser 
(level  2)  • 
Clerical Officers operate within teams headed by an 
Employn:ent Adviser,  who  distributes certain administrative duties 
arcongst nerrbers of the team. 
Clerical Officers are able to visit firms. 
2.1.2.  Recruitment 
a.  External recrui  trnent 
- General conditions for entJ:y 
In the Federal Republic of Gerrrany  the candidates for a 
vocational training should have  completed  "Fachhochschulstudium",  that is, 
studies at an· establishnent of advanced vocational training. 
'llie  "Fachhochschule" are teaching establishrtents which 
are part of the higher educational system and give scientific training 
which penni  ts the exercise,  in an independent nanner,  of a  profession 
at a  high level.  '!hey differ from tmiversities in having shorter duration 
of studies and offering nnre occupationally orientated tra.i.Ii.ing. 
Generally students are aged between  21  and 23 on leaving the  "Fachhoch-
schule". 
'llie  minimum entry age is 2 3. .. 
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In addition,  candidates should show therrselves  to be 
nature with a  sense of social responsibility,  sound judgenent,  verbal 
skills and a  certain experience of working.  All these qualities axe 
left for the selection panel to assess. 
The  "Fachhochschule" also trains candidates for the 
function of Civil Service Inspectors for the Civil Services,  and for 
the Errploynent Office  ;  it also covers the career of the  enp~oytren.t 
adviser. 
To have access to this career,  the Fachhochschule rra turi  ty certificate 
is needed,  or the equivalent delivered by another higher school. 
The  minimum entry age is 32. 
In the United T<ingdom,  candidates for the  function of 
Certificate Officer  (clerical grade)  must have at least five General 
Certificate of Education  "O"  levels or equivalent education.  'Ihese are. 
lower secondary education qualifications.  'lll.e  minimum entry. age is 16  -
the maximum  age  60. 
In Belgium,  where recrui  tnent is specialised,  that is, 
related to determined occupational branches,  candidates must produce a 
diplorra of advanced secondary studies which corres:pond to the specific 
character of the specialisation required. 
In addition, it is required that they should have had 
practical wo:r:king  experience of at least three years in the sector 
corresponding to their studies.  'Ihus,  for exanple,  candidates for the 
function of placerrent officer in the specialised field of electricity 
should produCE  a  diplona of advanced secondary studies in electricity 
or electronics or soiiE  related specialisation and prove that they have 
at least three years  job experience in the sector corresponding to their 
diploma. 
'Ihe minimum age is 23  - the maximum age is 50 . 
In France  1  candidates Im.JSt  have studied up to baccalau-
reat level and be at least 23  years old.  At present no  job experience 
is required but a  new statute being drawn up will lay doNn  five years 
job experience as the requireirent for half the posts to be filled and, 
in the case of external recrui  t:rrent,  the maximum age will be fixed at 40. 
- Method of recruitrrent 
In the Federal Fepublic of Gennany,  candidates are selected 
at two  levels  : 
at Errployrrent Office level  (Arbei  tsamt) 
'Ihe candidates  1  preselected on  the bases of their personal file, must 
be heard by a  selection Corrmi ttee.  'Ihey have to take a  psychological 
test too  . - 10-
- at :Regional Errployrrent Office level  (Landesal:beitsamt) 
A committee nade  up of rrerrbers of staff from the regional office 
examine the dossier sent by the Errployrrent Office Comrni ttee.  In its 
tum it interviews the renaining candidates and rrakes  a  final decision 
on which candidates to select and which to reject. 
Acceptance of the application only rreans  that the applicant is entered 
on the training course and does not constitute an engagerrent. 
In Belgium,  there is a  corrpetitive recruitrrent 
examination,  organized at national level,  conprising of two  tests 
a  written naturity test in the fonn of a  SllilllE..ry and critical 
cornrcenta:ry  on a  text dealing with a  general therre  ; 
a  psychotechnical and psychological test nade up of a  collective 
written part,  a  g:toup discussion and an individual interview. 
In the United Kingdom the rrethod of selection is 
based on three elerren  ts : 
- psychological tests - they only serve as a  guide 
references  (  curricul  urn  vitae) 
the m  terview. 
The  panel, set up at a  regional level, is nade  up of 
two Higher Executive Officers  (Job Centre M:magers)  and a  Senior Executive 
Officer  (District Manager) . 
In France,  the examination conprises of a  general 
written test and then,  for those who  prove satisfactory, an interview. 
'Ihe panel composed of regional directors is conpleted by a  delegate 
from the general administration. 
- Engagerrent 
France  applicants who  have satisfied entry require-
rrents  and are called into service are given an enployrrent contract. 
They are submitted to eight weeks  training  (scheduled to becare 10), 
success in which is not a  condition for continuing the contract. 
United Kingdom  :  the engagerrent can be tenni.nated 
if the probationary period of one year duration is not satisfactory. 
Havever, it is possible to extend the training period. 
Belgium :  candidates are engaged as trainees but re-
ceive the salary of a  full officer straight away.  'Ihe  training lasts for 
six rronths.  It can be prolonged for a  further two rronths if the Commis-
sion in charge of training deems  it necessary.  On corrpleting their trai-
ning in a  satisfactory manner,  the trainees are given a  pernanent contract. 
Federal Republic of Cermany  :  candidates have to 
corrplete a  year's training tmder a  probationary contract which then will 
becorre  an errploynEnt contract should they corrplete it successfully.  • - ll-
During this training period they receive as training allowance the 
salary of a  group Vb  MrA  enployee.  'lhe  "Civil Service Inspectors" 
candida-tes follow a  three-years training course  (work  administration 
option)  at the Civil Service Higher Education School. 
During this period,  they get a  candidate's salaxy.  After their trai-
ning,  in oase of success,  the candidates inspectors are app:Jinted 
"Civil Service Inspectors",  on trial.  'Ihey can also, after a  short 
probation work period,  work  as occupational col.IDSellors. 
b.  International recrui  t::rrent 
In all the countries concerned the recrui  trr'ent function 
is accessible to other :rrerrbers  of staff in the institution on rore fa-
'VOurable  conditions than those for external candidates.  'Ihe rninirrrum 
age requirerrent is not waived however. 
In France  :  the general education test is acconpanied 
by a  job-related examination which replaces the oral examination. 
In the United Kingdom  :  clerical assistants can be 
considered for prorrotion to the clerical officer grade  (errployrrent 
officer)  after a  rninirrrum of one year's seniority.  The  speed of prorro-
tion depends on the agent's aptitude as officially judged by the report 
and the interview.  'Ihe panel which presides at the interview is nade 
up of two  Job Centre Managers  (Higher Executive Officer)  an a  regional 
nanager of the enploynent service  (Senior Executive Officer) . 
'Ihe  "report" is a  very detailed docUll'ent  drawn up 
each year in which the officer's perfonnance is subject to evaluation 
by  two  senior officers.  'Ihe interview is concerned with regional ern-
ployrrent problems.  Officers 'Whom  after three years seniority, have 
not been invited to appear before the panel,  have the right to present 
themselves at their own  initiative. 
In Belgium :  officers in grades i.rnrrediately below 
that of placerrent officer can enter for an examination for pronotion 
to the placerrent officer grade in posts in the  "Marketing and Admini-
strative Activities" section.  They must have three years seniority 
in their grade,  be at least 23  years of age,  have had at least three 
years  job experience  (in administration,  a  finn or in an independent 
capacity)  in administrative of narketing activities and have at least 
obtained the description  "good" .  'Ihe advantage they enjoy is of not ha-
ving to corrpete with candidates from outside the institution. 
In the Federal Republic of G=nrany  :  there are several 
possibilities for staff to obtain pronotion to the function of placement 
officer : - 12-
1)  follCMing a  course of further studies at the Public Administration 
College - Errploynent Administration Section. 
'Ihis course lasts from 2  1/2 to 3 years. 
2)  follCMing a  course of skill developrrent for three years.  'Ihis 
training is carried out in the enployrrent offices and in schools 
run by  the Federal Errployrrent Office.  Part of the prograrme is 
given by correspondance. 
3)  a  one year training course is organised for nernbers of staff who 
have attained the age of 45. 
2. 1. 3.  Prorrotion 
In France,  placerrent officers can,  by prorrotion,  gain 
entry to the fmctions of unit assistant, occupational counsellor and 
officer responsible for relations with fi:rms.  'Ihey must have attained 
the age of 25  and pass a  written examination comprising of a  general 
test and a  test on  job related skills. 
In Belgitml,  placerrent officers have ~  possible rreans 
to pronotion  : 
a)  within the fmction of placerrent officer. 
Placerrent officers enjoy a  continuous career structure,  that is, 
after nine years they are appointed to the grade of principal 
placerrent officer while remaining in the sane fmction. 
b)  changing function by rreans of an entrance examination to the grade 
of administrative secretary. 
'Ihis examination conprises a  written test on general education, 
an oral test and a  test on selected subjects. 
In the Federal !Epublic of Genrany,  there is no auto-
matic prarotion to a  higher function but placenent·  officers are free 
to apply for notified vacant p:>sts or follON training courses which, 
for exanple,  give entry to the ftmction of occupational cotmSellor. 
In the United Kingdom,  the ftmction of Errployrrent Officer 
(clerical officer grade)  and Errployrrent Adviser  (executive officer grade) 
are contained within the sane single career structure.  Pronotion is 
obtained on recornrrendation of the irrrrediate superior.  A panel composed 
of ITEnagerrent staff decides on the basis of the armual report and an 
interview.  Should no re<;nrm:ndation be put fo:rward by the iimediate 
superior,  the parties concerned can ask for their case to be submitted 
to the panel.  'Ihere is also the possibility of appeal against an tmfa-
vourable decision by the panel. - 13  -
2. 2.  OCCUPATioNAL  OOUNSELIDRS  - (EMPIDYMENT  ADVISERS) 
2.2.1. Fole 
Iecanrrendation N°  87 of the International labour 
Organisation states that :  "Vocational guidance rreans  assistance 
given to an individual in solving prablerrs related to occupational 
choice and progress with due  regard for the individual's characteris-
tics and their relation to occupational opport1.m.ity". 
In the four participant co1.m.tries,  enployrrent services 
give occupational guidance to roth adults and teenagers using rrethods 
of evaluating individual abilities and potential which vary according 
to the age and the experience of the person concerned. 
'Ihe work  involves at one and the sarre  tine,  tmder-
standing of individual problerrs relating to  jobs or other ma.tters as 
experienced by the  job seeker plus knaYledge of socio-economic and 
job data concerning entry requirerrents  for  jobs and professions, 
conditions in exercising them,  openings in various organisational 
structures and geographical areas,  future prospects,  changes in 
qualification contents,  training and prorrotion possibilities, etc.  (1) 
Therefore,  these officers are very specialised, with 
good 1.m.derstanding,  on a  theoretical level,  of interviewing skills 
and possessing a  so1.m.d  kncwledge of job related data. 
'Ihere is a  rather hazy dema.rcation line between the 
enployrrent adviser's sphere of activity and the place:rrent officer's 
and this leads to partial intexpmetration of the 2  functions 
Whilst there are certain categories of people who,  generally,  are auto-
ma.tically dealt with by errployrrent advisers,  for exanple,  yo1.m.g  people 
who  leave school without qualifications,  warren who  have been out of 
the labour rra:rket after having children and want to reslliTE  work,  etc. 
'Ihere are,  on the other hand,  nany other cases which have come before 
placerrent  officers and have been passed on by  them because there is 
a  situation requiring special treat:Irent or because the person in ques-
tion has himself requested further co1.m.selling. 
'Ihe various stages of occupational guidance can be 
broadly outlined as  follows  : 
- 'Ihe exploratory stage during which the errployrrent adviser,  after 
having created the conditions for a  fruitful dialogue, has to fonn 
an opinion on the abilities, skills and aspirations of the person 
concerned,  find out the case of their difficulties or career set-
backs and make  them conscious of their p:>tential.  It is a  gradual 
exploration of all the elerrents in the problem. 
(1)  M=rro  of the  25  April  1973 of the  "Agence Nationale pour l'Ernploi"-
France. - 14-
'Ihe stage where  job possibilities are explored. 
Keeping in mind the information gathered during the preceeding 
stage,  the counsellor will then discuss a  certain nurrber of possi-
bilities which are compatible with the aspirations and abilities 
of the person concerned on the one hand,  and with the situation 
in the labour rra.Iket,  on the other hand,  and give  them all possible 
useful infonnation on  job. 
If need be,  employrrent advisers can consult with the psychological 
advice service,  the rredical service,  the adult vocational training 
service, or placenent officers, either separately, or collectively 
in a  "WOiking  party.  · 
Consultation with the service or institution responsible for adult 
vocational training is particularly indicated because often the 
heart of the problem is on  job seekers 'level of qualifications, 
either because there is a  little or no training,  or because there 
are feN  job outlets for that training, or because  job seekers have 
unreasonable expectations compa.red  to their actual prospects. 
'Iherefore employrrent advisers must keep th.emselves particularly 
well inforrred about courses and schenes offering training, retraining 
and further training in their region so that they can e.xplain to jab 
seekers what possibilities there are to inprove their qualifications 
for career advancerrent,  hON  to adapt to teclmological changes and, 
if need be,  what p:>ssibili  ties there are for retraining. 
- Concluding stage. 
Having been fully and objectively inforned about the paths open to 
them,  job seekers must nCf.N  freely rrake  up their own mind. 
Inplenentation stage and follow-up. 
Irrplerrentation of the choices rrade by  job seekers is carried out by 
placenent officers in accordance with the counsellors instructions, 
or by themselves in cases requiring particular expertise. 
In the Federal !€public of Gennany  and the United 
Kingdom  ~cupational counsellors are above all qualified officers who 
are responsible for a  precise professional sector  ( 1) .  In this role, 
they organise,  coordinate, rrotivate and direct the ~rk of the units 
and on a  professional level,  the assurre responsibility for following 
up offers of enployrrent.  'Ihey  follCf.N  trends in the labour market, 
economic and technical developrrents in the sector assigned to them, 
conpile economic reports and statistical data,  make  contact with employers 
and also institutions or services which provide vocational training, 
decide on  the granting of certain benefits or assistance and,  naturally, 
intervieN job seekers in cases demanding in-depth attention. 
(l)  In the Federal !€public of Gennany,  the occupational counsellor 
leads an operational unit that is responsible for a  particular 
sector of the labour Irlillket.  It is made  up of an occupational 
counsellor,  four placenent officers,  a  clerical assistant and 
two auxiliary officers. - 15-
'Ihe United Kingdom no  longer has an occupational 
guidance service as such.  However  the enployrrent advisers do have 
a  clear advisory role, being trained to identify the needs of their 
clients, advise on :potential courses of action and 'Where  :possible 
switch to their placenent role.  'Ihey  do not hc:Mever  provide full 
careers counselling and testing facilities as was previously provided 
by the occupational guidance servioo. 
'Ihe work of the errploynent adviser has been supple-
nented by the availability of a  broad range of careers information 
for use by the general public.  'Ihis includes the provision of 
Jd:>  Libraries and a  general rrovenent towards  "self help" rraterials. 
Errployrren  t  advisers devote a  large part of their tirre 
to relations with enployers.  Information on enployrrent vacancies 
is an irrpJrtant objective of rranp:JWer  administration and its corrpila-
tion is rrainly COI)fided to enployrrent advisers.  When  visiting errployers, 
enployrrent advisers gather information on the structure and content 
of jobs in the firrrs  so as to better adapt the errployrrent service 
1 ~ 
activities to their rranpc:Mer  problems.  They ensure that vacancies are 
followed up and tcy to rreet enployers 
1 needs so that they rrake  rrore 
frequent use of the enploym:mt service. 
In France,  occupational counsellors play an irrportant 
role in job infonnation,  not just on an individual level but also 
collectively.  'Ihey share this res:ponsibili  ty with  "charges d 
1 infer-
nation"  (infonnation officers)  'Who  deal with various  jd:>  inforrration 
rratters in their unit.  Visits to firrrs nainly serve the purpose of 
further training. 
In Belgium,  the situation is quite similar. 
2.2.2.  Recruitment 
a.  External recruitment 
General entry requirerrents 
Entry requirerrents  for the  function of occupational 
counsellor,  like those for placerrent officers, vary in the participant 
oountries. - 16  -
- Age 
Ages  for gaining entry to the function are  : 
United Kingdom 
- Belgium· 
- France 
Federal Republic of 
Genrany 
Minimum Age  Maximum  Age 
18 years  45  years 
23  years  50  years 
25  years  (1) 
'Ihere is no set minimum age but 
taking into oonsideration entry 
requirements it is practically 
irrpossible to be engaged before 
the age of 23  - there is no set 
rna.xirnum  age  . 
'Ihe average entry age is 28. 
~st  oountries require applicants to have finished 
adolescence and aQ1uired a  certain maturity - as is justified by the 
social, human  and technical aspects of the function. 
Whilst the United Kingdom is an exception, it appears, 
however,  that the minimum age limit of 18 is very theoretical due to 
the selection operated by the recrui  t:rrent !_)anel. 
- Education 
'Ihe educational requirements are as  follows 
France  :  higher education diploma at degree level. 
Belgium :  technical engineering diploma.  'lhese are technical 
studies at a  non-university higher education level. 
United Kingdom  :  at least ~  passes at General Certificate 
of Education  "A"  level  ;  this is equivalent to the bacca-
laureat. 
Federal Republic of Germany  education either to general or 
specialised baccalaureat level, or vocational studies giving 
admission to higher specialised education, or qualified job-
related training deerred equivalent. 
(1)  A new  statute being drawn up lays down a  rna.xirnum  age of 50. • 
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- Job Experience 
France  ( 1)  and the United Kingdom do not have any requirerrents 
in this area but during selection,  the panel could show preference for 
candidates with wo:rk  experience. 
In the Federal Republic of Genn:my,  the candidate must shaN 
evidence of both  : 
- vocational training or other training leading to a  job qualification 
- regular wo.rk  over a  period of at least two years. 
In Belgium,  candidates should have been engaged for at least 
three years in a  job corresponding to their field of study. 
- .Methods  of Pecrui  t::nent 
Recrui  t::nent of occupational counsellors is alnost the 
sarre  as that of placement officers described on page 9.  However,  in 
the United Kingdom,  the panel is set up at national level and is com-
posed of two Senior Executive Officers  {District Mmagers)  and a  person 
from outside the .Administration. 
- Engagerrent 
In the Federal Pepublic of Genrany  the candidates can attend 
a  higher training for SJ?ecific problems of errployrrent and plficerrent. 
During this three year  period,  the candidate receives a  training con-
tract.  'Ihis contract entities him  {her)  to a  salary, which,  according 
to age and professional experience,  represents 85  % of the starting 
salary and the housing allowance of a  group IV a  public servia= em-
ployee. (2) 
'Ihose who  successfully conplete their ·training are engaged as occupa-
tional counsellors under an open-ended errployrrent contract.  Candidates 
who,  after training,  are not engaged for justified rroti  yes or "Whose 
employnent contract ends in the three years  follc:Ming  the corrpletion 
of training,  are obliged to reinburse part of the training costs. 
In the United Kingdom,  candidates are engaged but mdergo 
two probationary years of training.  'Ihey are subject to assessrrent 
reports at the end of the first year and at the end of the training. 
If the party concerned does not give satisfaction,  enploytrent can be 
tenninated but generally training is prolonged for 6 or even 12  rronths 
to allow candidates to overcorre their difficulties. 
( 1)  A new  statute being drawn up requires  7 years 'WOrk  experience for 
half of the posts reserved for external recruits. 
(2)  'Ihat is a  rronthly allowance of 1,947.62 D.M.  (gross),  situation in 
cecenber  19 79 . - 18-
In France,  candidates are also directly enployed as 
occupational counsellors and enjoy the statute and salary thereof. 
'!hey must do a  training course of+ ten weeks but it does not affect 
the engagenent.  'Ihe enployrrent contract is however subjected to a 
trial period of 3 rronths. 
In Belgium,  candidates are engaged as trainees.  'Ihe  training 
lasts six rronths  ;  it can be prolonged by  tw:>  rronths when  exceptional 
circumstances  justify it. 
Each rronth the trainee's performance is subject to a  report by the 
head of depart::nent.  On  conpletion of the training period,  an adhoc 
comni ttee draws  up an overall report on the basis of which  a  decision 
is taken.  A trainee's salary is identical to that of a  fully engaged 
officer. 
b.  Internal Recrui  t:ri'en  t 
Entry to the fmction of occupational cormsellor 
can generally be obtained by prorrotion inside the Institution. 
In France, it is open to rrerrbers of staff aged at least 25, 
on condition that they pass a  written examination on general education 
and a  test on job-related subjects. 
In the United Kingdom,  clerical officers can be prorroted 
to enployrrent advisers  (executive officer) without satisfying the 
requirerrents iiTifX)sed  on candidates  from outside the Administration. 
'!hey rnu5t prove by their perfornance in their job and by an interview 
before an examining comnittee that they are capable of assuming the 
responsibilities of the function they aspire to. 
In the Federal !Epublic of Germany,  rrerrbers of staff must 
- either follow a  training course of 2  1/2 to 3 years at the  "Errploy-
rrent Administration" section of the Public ..Administration College. 
- or follow a  course of further training extending over three years 
which is organised outside the Public Administration College. 
- noreover pass a  supplenentary aptitude test. 
In Belgium,  appoint::nent to the function of occupational 
counsellor is only by external recrui  t::nent mder the conditions attached 
thereto. - 19  -
2 . 2 . 3.  Prorrotion 
In France,  occupational cotmsellors can gain entcy 
to 
1)  the post of "chef d'  agence",  on condition that they have  tw:::> 
years seniority in the function and pass an examination. 
·  2)  the post of "charge de mission" on condition that they have four 
years of seniority in the ftmction. 
Prorrotion is not autorratic. 
In the United Kingdom,  errploynent advisers can gain 
entry to the grade of higher executive officer  (Job Center Manager). 
'Ihis prorrotion is conditional on the staff report drawn up annually 
by the :Lnutediate superior of the person concerned,  (higher executive 
officer)  and supervised and approved by the Senior Executive Officer 
(District Manager) . 
In addition,  there is an interview before a  panel 
constituted at national level by  tw:::>  Senior Executive Officers and a 
Principal Area Operation Manager  (Assistant to the Regional Manager). 
'Ibis interview is not lirni  ted to just regional errployrrent problems. 
In the Federal Fepublic of Germany,  posts to be filled 
within the Federal Office are all notified and rrercbers  of staff mo 
satisfy the requirerrents nay be prorroted. 
By  taking the final examination it is possible to gain 
entry into the career structure of non-technical ftmctions.  In this 
way,  and tmder certain condi  lions, it is possible to becorre an admini-
strative official. 
In Belgium,  like placenent officers, occupational 
counsellors enjoy a  continuous career structure  :  after 9  years 
seniority in the grade,  they enter the grade of principal occupational 
counsellor without changing ftmction. 
On  condition they satisfy an entrance examination to 
the higher grade and depending on the posts vacant,  occupational conn-
sellers can be prorroted to the grade of administrative secretary 
(1st level). - 20-
2.3.  Training 
2. 3.1.  Organisation of Training  - Structures 
- Federal Fepublic of Germany 
'Ihe Federal Errployrrent Office,  one of the first 
to resolutely errbark on systematic and planned training,  has struc-
tured the organisation of its training and further training service 
in the following manner  : 
- within the Central Administration  there is a  subdivision vbich 
is responsible for all matters relating to training and further 
training. 
- within the nine regional enployrrent offices  there is a  section. 
- within each enploynent office 
training. 
there is a  full tirre head of 
.  'Ihree errployrrent offices together constitute a 
training point with a  training officer at its head.  On-the-job training 
is nonrally carried out by instructors who  exercice this activity part-
t.irre.  Hc:wever,  in large errployrrent offices, this ftmction is carried 
out by supplenenta.J:y personnel hired for this purpose. 
About 220  training officers and an indetenninate 
nurrber of part-t.irre instructors are employed in enployrrent offices. 
In addition,  the Federal Office has at its disposal 
eight schools of administration which belong to it and also the 
"Errployrrent Administration" section in the State Public Administration 
College for its training needs.  'Ihe creation of other schools for 
"Civil Service" is forecast. 
- France 
Training is entrusted to a  specialist service organised 
at national,  regional and local levels. 
Twelve perrranent officers are assigned at national level and thirty-
one at regional level. 
Globally,  these officers have  the following tasks  : 
1.  Planning and inplenentation of training scherres. 
2.  Training and supervision of training staff. 
3.  Organisation and rnanagemmt of training. 
'Ihe task of training itself, is carried out on a  part-
time basis by merrbers of staff of the enployrrent office.  On average 
they devote  10  % of their working tine to it. • 
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On statistical calculations,  the average  tirre devoted 
to training is one week every two years per officer.  Training is 
carried out by courses of seminars,  sonetirres residential, alternating 
with on the  job training in the office. 
External services are often called in,  in twJ ways  : 
- specific contributions from the specialist in in-service training 
schenes. 
sone training scherres are entrusted to external institutions, par-
ticulary further training scherres  for  "prospecteurs-placiers 
11 
(job finders)  concerning knowledge of recruit:nent techniques 
practised by fi:rms,  and coltltPrcial dealings. 
'fuere is no e~irrental research service for inpro-
ving educational teclmiques.  Officers in the training service at na-
tional level spend part of their working t.ine on this ~rk  which is 
nore often handled by external bodies who  also contribute to training 
the training officers. 
Belgium 
At national level,  in the 
11placenent
11  administration of the ONEM, 
there is a 
11Staff training-placerrent nethods and organisation  .. 
division which is responsible for organising staff training in 
the place:rren  t  services. 
'Ihis service carries out the initial training.  It gives placerrent 
officers and occupational cotmsellors technical,  administrative 
and psychological training. 
Part of the training takes place in a  residential study centre 
(psychological training) , part of it in sub-regional errployrrent 
services chosen on the basis of their proximity to the trainee's 
domicile  (technical and administrative training)  and part in the 
Central Administration. 
- At regional level there are sub-regional errploynent services 
which organise continuous and supplenental:y training under the 
aegi·s of the 
11Placerrent Prorrotion" service,  an itinerant service 
of the regional enployrrent administration. 
'Ihe  task of training is entrusted to service officials 
chosen on the basis of their experience in placement or their specia-
list backgrol.ID.d  (economist - lawyer - conputer specialist - doctor -
psychologist  - etc.).  'Ihey exercise their training function as the 
curcUll'Stances require and receive a  special allowance for these ser-
vices. 
'Ihe initial training progrannes are drawn  up at natio-
nal level.  'Ihey are revised either following changes in duties or at 
the initiative of the regional administrations or sub-regional services. - 22-
In addition, at the end of each training course,  a 
debate is organised between training officers and trainees for the 
purp::>se  of criticising training oontent and the teaching rrethods. 
'Ihe conclusions reached can lead to a  nodification of the prograrrrre. 
'Ihe United Kingdom 
'Ihe .Manpc:Mer  Services Conmission staff training 
branch has general responsibility for training staff in the placerrent 
services.  It provides guidelines,  advice and support to the training 
organisation in each area. 
A.  Training of Clerical Officers 
Training is carried out in each of the  18  area offices by a  small 
team of training officers who  are engaged full-tirre in training 
and directed by a  Higher Executive Officer who  is involved part-
tine.  'Ihis  team may  be dispersed arrong district offices  ( 109). 
B.  Training of Enployrrent Advisers 
Training is given in h\o locations 
london South Area  ( 3  tearrs of training officers) . 
Rarlrn:x)r  Hall,  Sheffield  (2  tearrs of training officers and a 
residential conplex). 
Training officers in charge of occupational cotmsellors '  training 
give 6  x  4 week courses a  year. 
Training officers are selected arrong  executive staff 
acoonling to their e~ience in the service and their aptitude for 
teaching.  'Ihey are assigned full-tirre to training for 4 or 5 years 
of their career. 
Basic training is generally given outside the place-
rrent service.  Additional training is carried out within the service 
with the assistance of a  training specialist (Field Training Officer). 
'lhe average arrount of t:iire devoted annually to trai-
ning per nunber of staff, without distinctions of grade - all forms 
of training together - is 7  days. 
From tine to t:iire,  psychologists  from the Enployrrent 
Division carry out research on the effectiveness of the training. 
'Ihey keep in contact with their University colleagues. 
All training programres have to be approved by the 
operational managerrent of the training service and no rrodifications 
can be introduced without prior consultation. 
... - 23-
Trade union organisations take keen interest in staff 
training.  Training concerns engagenent and pronotion as well as 
rcaintenance in p:>st. 
Each area has to draw up an armual plan of its trai-
ning operations.  Together,  these regional plans serve as  a  basis for 
the annual plan.  The plan drawn up at area level is based on the 
needs of each Job Centre which  fonnu.lates  them with the parties con-
cerned. 
Lastly, it should be noted that generally stress is 
placed on the continoous resp:>nsibility of irmediate superiors  (line 
nanagerrent)  for training their subordinates,  above all,  for supple-
rrentary training.  Hence  the Job Centre manager is responsible for 
training errployrrent advisers who,  in tum,  are responsible for that 
of clerical officers  • 
2 • 3. 2.  Initial Training or Job Insertion 
A.  Placerrent Officers 
1.  Training organised before engagerrent 
Federal Eepublic of Ge:rnany 
Candidates who  are admitted for training as placenent 
officers following selection,  enjoy,  as  described above,  a  training 
contract without being engaged as rrerrbers of staff of the Federal 
Enploynent Office  (Bt.mdes  Anstalt fi.ir Al:beit). 
Training extends over a  period of one year and is 
partly carried out in the Federal Errploynent Office's colleges of ad-
ministration,  and partly in training centres. 
The progra.rme is divided into courses on theory and 
practical training.  'Ihe courses are given in blocks lasting two  to 
three weeks,  alternating with varying periods of practical training, 
lasting two  to eleven weeks. 
The progran:ne can be outlined as  follows  : 
1.  Initiation into the activities, structure and organisation of an 
Enployment Office 
Duration  :  2 weeks 
2.  General info:mation on 
'Ihe legislative frarrework within which the office operates. 
'Ihe  services of the office and its regional structures. 
Responsibilities and organisation of a  placenent service. 
- Occupational guidance and info:mation. 
- Social security benefits,  administrative regulations and 
organisation. 
-:  'Ihe employment contract of ·enployrrent office staff. 
Duration  :  2  \\leeks - 24-
3.  Practical in-service training in a  "plarerrent"division 
Duration  :  2 weeks 
4 •  'Ihe  "benefits" issued by the office 
a.  the various benefit regulations 
b.  practical in-service training in 
a  benefits division 
Duration  1  ~ek 
Duration  1  week 
5.  Practical in-service training in a  "Placerrent  "division 
Training is carried out in the  "jobs" section 
Placerrent technique - occupational guidance 
- legal problems relating to enployees 
- Visits to fims 
- M=asures in favour of nature workers 
Relations with the psychology service and rredical service 
- Statistics 
Duration  :  3 ~ 
6.  candidates are split up into study groups to deal with certain 
subjects relating,  for exarrple,  to unerrployrrent,  the use of 
inforrra  tics in placing. 
Duration  :  2  days 
7.  Course on  "placerrent" 
'lhe role of placerrent in the fra.rrework of labour market policies 
- Principles nnderlying placerrent(in-depth) 
- Organisation of placenent  (in-depth) 
- Job consultation  (in-depth) 
- Specific problems of certain groups in the labour marl<.et 
- Placerrent of foreign wolkers 
- Pronotion of training and occupational rehabilitation 
- Pronotion of vacancies 
- Occupational prorrotion of the handicapped 
Duration  :  2 weeks 
8.  Practical in-service training in a  "placerrent" division 
Duration  :  3 weeks 
9.  Course 
Employment policies - objectives 
The  labour narl<.et  inbalances 
Occupational infonnation 
Physiological aspects of human  work 
Duration  2 weeks - 25  -
10.  Practical in-service training in a  "Placenent" division 
Participation in the activities of the industrial jobs sector 
Duration  :  6  weeks 
11.  Course 
'Ihe placerrent officer - the interview  - occupational advising 
corrmunication techniques  - line of action in difficult situa-
tions. 
Current problems of placing. 
Effect of political, social and educational policies on the la-
bour narket. 
Duration  :  2 weeks 
12.  Practical in-service training in a  "Placement" division 
WOrk  in the "office duties" sector 
Duration  :  12 weeks 
13.  Seminar  - M=thodology of conducting consultations 
- case  study 
Duration  :  1 week 
14 •  Practical on-the-job training 
Under the supervision of a  qualified rrerrber of the  "Placenent" 
division,  candidates gradually take on the tasks of placenent 
officer in tl).e  job sector they are attached to. 
Duration  :  1 week 
15.  Course 
'Ihe interview - problems of professional conduct 
Present problems 
Duration  :  2 weeks 
Between stages  7  to 15  of the prograntre,  candidates, 
split up into study groups,  spend a  total of 87  hours discussing 
themes  related to employrrent,  placerrent,  occupational training, sta-
tis  tics, etc. 
,, - 25 a-
'lhe training of a  candidate  "Administration Inspector" 
lasts three years and takes place in a  "Fachhochschule".  A  "Public 
Administration College" has been set up for the whole  federal admini-
stration.  It includes  10  specialized sections specific for various 
functions. 
'lhe courses leading to the pro:rrotion. in the field of enployrrent are 
given by the  "errployrrent administration sector". 
'lhe training of the candidates  "Administration 
Inspectors" includes  18  rronths of theoretical courses and  18  :rronths 
of practical in the administration.  'lhe training is run as follows 
1.  Prelimina:ry training  1 :rronth 
2.  level I  Courses  (preparation)  6  rronths 
3.  A1  training  5  112 :rronths 
4.  level II A Courses  (higher)  3  1/2 :rronths 
5.  A2  training  3  1/2 rronths 
6.  level II B Courses  (higher)  3 :rronths 
7.  B training  6  1/2 :rronths 
8.  level III Courses  (higher)  5  1/2 :rronths 
9.  C training  1  1/2 rronth 
'Ihe  "prlirninary"  level also inchrles a  conplerrentary 
vocational training.  'Ihis level is cannon to all the administrative 
trainings  (  cfr. N.  2. 3.  2.  B) .  'lhere is an examination at the end 
of this preliminary training. 
'lhe three parts of the higher level give the candidates 
the required qualifications to perfonn their administrative career. 
'lhe program tackles the following subject matters  : 
1.  'lhe labour ma.rl<et  and the errploynent policy  1  includend the labour 
rna.:rket  study and the professional :rronographs . 
2.  'lhe social security in the Federal Pepublic of Gerrrany. 
3.  Basic questions on social life. 
4 .  Industrial economics  and professional practice. 
5.  Organisation and administration. 
6.  Personal administration arrl control. 
7.  Placerrent and professional counsel. 
8.  Professional counsel and training. 
9 .  Prarotion of vocational training  1  of professional rehabilitation 
and of labour - 25 b-
10.  Obtaining and creating jobs in case of unenployrrent or of the 
errployer  •  s  insolvency,  family allowances • 
During his training,  the candidate ITR.ISt  study 
thoroughly the theory he received and try to apply it.  'Ib do this 
he goes  through the departnents of a  placerrent service. 
During this period he increases his theoretical 
and practical training thanks  to appropriate  exercises. - 26-
2.  The organisation of training after engagercent 
United Kingcbm 
rrhe  initial training of Clerical Officers tend to 
vary throughout the UK,  depending on area needs and priori  ties. 
Typical would be nodular system over a  period of nine weeks,  three 
basic rroduls  acconpa.nied by periods of practical attachlrent, with 
stress being placed on intei:Viewing and ma:rketing skills  . 
IDDULE  1  - <:eneral initiation into the  "Mani:XMer  Sei:Vices Conmi.ssion", 
the Job Centre,  their role in the reception of job seekers 
and interviewing. 
IDDULE  2  - Self-service 
Registration of the offer - presentation of job seekers  : 
on-the-job training and practical work under field 
training officers  :  info:rrration on industries and  jcbs in 
the region- initiation into self-service - procedures 
vis-a-vis  job seekers and enployers. 
IDDULE  3  - Interviewing 
M=asures in favour of certain categories of job seeker  : 
young people - E .E.  C.  wo:rkers  - ex soldiers - nurses -
handicapped,  etc.  Occupational and industrial know1edge 
training. 
Practical attachlrent devoted tD case studies and visiting 
firns  (under field training officers) . 
Other nodules of a  nore technical nature designed to 
develop knowledge of jobs can be introduced on request of Jcb Centre 
Managers or trainees  • 
Examples of these  :  electronics 
engineering 
building 
comrerce and mal:keting 
3  days 
3 days 
4  days 
4  days 
After 18 nonths service, clerical officers follo.v a 
skills course lasting one week.  rrhis course is organised in the Jab 
Centre. 
France 
Job insertion training for  "prospecteurs placiers" is 
carried out over about 10 weeks during which theoretical studies alter-
nate with practical training in the unit and in fims. - 27  -
These  two  conplerrentary activities are designed to 
encourage the active participation of trainees in the aim of going 
beyond simple acquisition of kno.Yledge  and developing greater mastery 
of the  job. 
a.  Acquiring and using the techniques and tools of "prospecteurs 
placiers" 
Jcb consultations with job seekers and enployers  : 
the content and characteristics of the  job profiles of offers 
of enployrrent and  job seekers 
techniques of occupational consultation and utilisation of the 
"repertoire operationnel des :rretiers et errplois - IDME" 
(Operational Directory of Jobs  and Trades)  and the  "Iepertoire 
operationnel des enplois et des  fonna.tions  - IDDEF"  (Operational 
Directory of Jcbs and training) 
'Ihe transcription of job profiles in the register 
I:Ealing with job vacancies and  jcb seekers 
the d.Ocurrents 
- organisation of index card system 
the use of IDME  for matching  job seeker to vaca.J'CY 
- different ways of linking jobs available and jobs wanted 
- ways  and rreans of conmunication 
Visits to fims  ; 
applying rrerroranda 
- objectives and organisation of visits 
- :rrethods  and techniques of visits 
- consultation during visit 
re:port on visit - :points of interest - utilisation 
use of IDME  for visits 
b.  The  a<XIUisi tion of basic  job skills concerning 
Jobs and qualifications - :rrethods  and instrurrents of analysis 
- Fims  :  the fnnction of personnel :rranagem:mt 
recrui  t:rrent procedures 
- the local and regional labour market 
- population structure 
- enployrren  t  sectors 
structure of fims 
- errployrrent cat.chrrent areas 
the local and regional economy - 28-
- Training facilities  :  initial and further 
- Aids in finding and creating job opporttmi  ties 
- Regulations governing assistance to tmerrployed workers 
- The  main legislation in the field of employment 
c.  Integration of "prospecteurs placiers" in the errploynent service 
Internally :  the local employnent office 
the resp:msibili  ties and -ftmctions of the A  .-N .P .E. 
the role of the A.N.P.E.  in the labour rrarket 
the working and channels of the local enployrrent 
office 
Externally  objectives of "prospecteurs placiers" in their 
relations with finns 
the A.N.P.E. 's rrain clients and contacts 
Belgium 
Since the training progranne was being subjected to 
far-reaching changes, it  was  thought preferable to describe the progrartUTe 
being introduced. 
Outline of the prograrmre spread over 8  weeks 
I.  Basic info:rnation 
Public law  :  elerrents of constitutional and administrative law 
labour law  :  errployment contracts - collective agreerrents 
Political econOII¥  :  the Belgian econoi"ey"  - the labour rrarket 
ONEM  :  its responsibilities - its structure - its organisation 
Placenent :  the legal basis - its organisation 
Jobs 
II.  'lechnical and Administrative training 
This training is divided into four non-continuous nodules. 
Certain nodules are supplerrented by a  sub-regional nodule and takes 
place in the office to which trainees are assigned. 
M:rlule I.  A.  Ceneral aspects of placerrent 
Study of the labour rrarket 
sub-regional nodule  :  economic problems of the region 
where trainees are assigned 
B.  Job vacancies and job seekers 
registration 
- evaluation of job qualifications 
- occupational coding 
- occupational profile M::xlule  II  . 
M:xiule  III. 
M::xlule  IV. 
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sub-regional nodule  analysis and rratching of job 
vacancies and job seekers 
c.  Occupational training organised by CNEM 
- organisation 
- its role in pronoting enploynent 
its role in occupational rrobili  ty 
sub-regional nodule  :  visit to sub-regional service 
training centres 
D.  Ceneral labour problems 
E.  Placerrent of special cases 
occupational advisory service 
the handicapped,  etc. 
Open placerrent - the free vacancy service 
Inter-regional, national and international clearing 
Placenent of executives 
Informatics 
Infonnatics in the placerrent service 
'Teleprocessing - rratching - selective queries 
Infornatics and statestics 
Firms 
Information from enployers 
- Finding job vacancies 
- Organisation of finrs - personnel managenent 
Psychological techniques of :rna.rketing 
Infornation of  jobs and trades 
Sub-regional nodule  :  knc:Mledge  about finrs  linked to 
the sub-regional service - 30-
B.  ~cupational Counsellors 
1.  'Ihe organisation of training before aptX?intrrent 
'lhe Federal Iepublic of Ge:r:nany 
In 19 79,  a  teaching and research unit for the Errployrrent 
Administration  (1)  (Fachbereich Arbeitsverwaltung)  was set up within the 
School of Advanced Vocational Education of Federal Public Administration 
for training recruits for higher functions in the Federal Errployrrent 
Office. 
Schools of advanced vocational education are independent 
:institutions in the higher education system which give scientific training 
which penn:i.ts  the exercice,  in an independent manner,  of a  profession at 
a high level.  'lhey differ from universities in having a  shorter dura-
tion of studies which are nore orientated towards practical occupational 
training. 
In the  "Fachbereich ArbeitsveiWaltung" trainee occupa-
tional counsellors,  that is, candidates who  have satisfied the recruit-
rrent conditions described above,  are assigned to the section "occupatio-
nal guidance and advice".  'Ihere is another section - "Administration" 
where trainees in the functions of administrative inspector are trained. 
'lhe training period for trainee oa:=upa.tional counsellors 
lasts three years of which  18 nonths are demted to mcational studies 
at the school of Advanced vocational education,  and  18  nonths to prac-
tical training in errployrrent offices.  Vocational studies and practical 
training alternate in three to six nonths blocks. 
'Ih.e  theoretical part begins,  after a  preparatory practi-
cal period, with basic vocational courses corrnon  to all students at the 
school which extend over a  six nonth period.  At the end of this period, 
trainees take an exandnation,  success in which is conditional for con-
tinuing training.  Trainee occupational counsellors who  pass, enter the 
"occupational guidance and advice" section while trainee administrative 
inspectors go into the  "administration" selection. 
( 1)  'Ihis section already existed in the  "Academy of specialised 
consulting staff in the Federal Errployrrent Office"  - it  was 
created in 1972  and its training course  "Occupational Guidance 
and Advice"  had been recognised by the governrrent as a  school 
of advanced vocational education. - 31  -
Training finishes with a  final test.  The  m:u:k  given 
to a  trainee takes into account not only the result of this test and 
the intenrediate one,  but also the work carried out during training 
and  the assessrrent of the practical training. 
Trainees who  have  done  the  "administration" oourse 
have  the possibility of becoming occupational counsellors after sorre 
years 'ii\Orking by participating in further training sessions.  'Ihis 
further training is given through theoretical courses at the School 
of .Advanced Vocational Education or in the Federal Errployrrent Offices 
Schools of Administration alternating with practical training in the 
Employment Offices. 
Training Programre 
The  training programre is rrade  up of a  group of basic courses  (Grund-
studium)  arrl rrain courses  (Hauptstudium)  alternating with practical 
in-service training and seminars.  'Ihe basic course progra:rnrre  is dra'W11 
up by the Senate of the School and the main one by the Council of the 
"Employment .Administration" in this school.  'Ihe organisation of the 
practical in-service training is fixed by general administration of 
the Federal Employment Office. 
Outline of oontent and organisation of training 
1st. stage  :  Ceneral initiation course  Duration  :  3 weeks 
Subjects  :  Federal Errploynent Office - its structures 
Placerrent and occupational guidance 
2nd.  stage  Infonnation seminar on the objectives of the training 
and giving initiation into scientific working rrethods 
Duration  :  +  1 week 
3rd.  stage  Course of "basic" studies 
- elerrents of law  (constitutional - administrative - civil -
criminal - labour law) 
- organisa  lion of the state - political theo:ry 
- in  trcrluction to poll  tical eoononw 
- principles of organisation - information processing 
- introduction to psychology 
- rrethods of appren  tieing 
- placerrent - occupational guidance - benefits 
Duration  :  6 weeks 4th stage 
5th stage 
6th stage 
7th stage 
8th stage 
9th stage 
lOth stage 
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Transition examination 
Only candidates who  pass the exam can continue with 
the training course 
Practical training in the placenent,  consultation and 
orientation in a  labour agency 
Duration  4  ~eks 
"Main"  course of studies - 1st part 
- Introduction to information on  jabs 
- Policy and :rranagerrent of finrs 
- Training policies 
- Introduction to psychology - cormrunication and consultation 
- Introduction to sociology 
- 'llle  law pronoting enployrrent 
- National incorre and enployrrent 
- Economic  and social statistics 
- Optional course 
Duration  :  10  weeks 
Practical training  (further to the 5th stage) 
Duration  :  1  to 2 weeks 
Seminar 
Subject 1 - Placement 
Subject 2  - Prorroting basic and advanced vocational training 
Practical exercises 
Duration 
"Main"  course of studies - 2nd part 
- Jobs  :  job descriptions 
job categories 
2  ~eks 
- Industrial acconntancy  :  acconnting and analysis 
- Education  :  guidance,  advice and infornation 
- Psychology  rrethodology of connselling,  cormrunication 
and social interaction 
- Labour law 
- Principles of sociology 
- Optional course 
Duration  14  weeks 
Practical training 
- Participation in occupational guidance and inforrration 
sessions 
- Participation in placerrent and rrarketing 
- Participation in adviso:ry sessions with partial partici-
pation 
- I.ean1ing about  jobs 
Duration  13 v.eeks 11th stage 
12th stage 
13th stage 
14th stage 
15th stage 
16th stage 
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Seminar 
Subject  counselling 
practical exercises 
Duration 
"M:lin"  course of studies - 3rd part 
- Jobs  :  continuation of studies on  job outlets 
Fi:ms  :  functions 
- Education  :  rnicroteaching - rnicrocounselling 
2  ~eks 
analysis of orientation,  infonnation and training 
actions of the  job seekers 
- Psychology  :  rrethodology of interviews,  appreciation 
- Sociology of work and jobs,  ergo  logy 
- Problems of political econort¥  (the labour rrarket) 
- Labour law 
- Optional subject 
Duration 
Practical training 
- Learn.ing about jobs 
- Processing offers of employment 
Duration 
Seminar 
Subject  occupational guidance 
information 
placerrent - pronotion work 
by objectives 
3 rronths 
1  to 2 weeks 
Duration  4 weeks 
Practical training 
- Occupational guidance 
- Participation,  under supervision, in placing, occupational 
guidance  and external contacts in various  job sectors 
- Contacts with institutions giving vocational training 
- Seminar of inforrration on finns 
"Main"  course of studies - 4th part 
- Study of jobs  (continuation) 
Duration 
- Evaluation and remuneration of work 
13  "tNeekS 
- Vocational education,  microteaching,  microcounselling, 
assessrrent of the candidates,  assessrrent teclmiques 
- Sociology of work 
- Factors in the labour market 
- Project studies 
- Optional course 
Duration  12  v..eeks 17th stage 
18th stage 
19th stage 
20th stage 
Seminar 
Subject 
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occupational guidance 
- solving occupational guidance problem:; 
- cooperation with employers 
- case studies 
- occupational tests 
Duration  4 weeks 
Written examination 
Final work 
Duration  4 weeks 
Final training 
Occupational guidance  autonorrous  ~rking nnder super-
vision 
Duration  :  13 weeks 
21st stage  Oral test 
2.  'lhe organisation of training after engagerrent 
United Kingdom 
It must be nnderlined at the outset that recruit:nent 
is organised with a  view to the newly recruited or pronoted officers 
entering training within the non  th.  New  entries are therefore grouped 
for training. 
Training lasts for  26  weeks,  during which periods of 
theoretical training alternate with periods of practical attachnent 
in the field.  District managers  are mainly resp:>nsible for orgaillsing 
weeks of field training and,  for this purpose,  t:eniorarily release 
trainee Enployrrent Advisers to one or other of the Job Centres in their 
district. 
At this level Job Centre managers are also involved 
in training. 
District managers'  contribution to the training is 
essential for the success of the operation.  'Ihey ensure the continuity 
of training in both the theoretical and practical stages. 
In order to be sure that attachrrent periods are really 
adapted to the developnent of the theoretical training,  a  training 
dossier is kept on the basis of which nanagers can organise the prac-
tical training. 
After each stage,  the staff manager,  aided by  the 
district manager,  assess what needs on the trainees have not been 
satisfied.  rrhey  are backed up in the task of continual assessnent and 
training by the Sheffield Centre. - 35  -
'Ihe  training of newly recruited Errployrrent Advisers 
and pronotees is currently tmder review and although no final programre 
has been agreed,  the total period of training will alrrost certainly 
be reduced. 
OUtline of content and organisation of training 
'lhe  prograrme is rrainly orientated to interviewing,  rrarketing and the 
training facilities at the disposal of job seekers. 
lst stage  :  Preliminary training 
2nd stage 
3rd stage 
4th stage 
5th stage 
6th stage 
7th stage 
8th stage 
9th stage 
lOth stage 
Duration  :  1 v.eek 
Course of initiation into the organisation of the 
employment service and the basic techniques of the  jcb 
'lhe aim is to make  the trainees tmderstand the responsi-
bilities of Clerical Officers operating in the lst tier, 
displaying offers and for them to tmderstand the necessity 
of L1.eir Otm contribution at the 2nd tier of the Job Centre. 
Duration  :  2 weeks 
Practical attachment 
Duration  :  2 weeks 
Course of inforrration on the various services available 
to  job seekers 
Interviewing techniques 
Fegistering job seekers is carried out by Clerical Officers 
Duration  :  3 VJeeks 
Practical attachment 
Duration  :  4 weeks 
Training course on the ftmction of Enployrrent Adviser 
Duration  :  3 -weeks 
Attachrrent 
- Identification of job seekers 'needs 
- How  to rreet these needs 
Duration  :  4 weeks 
Course  oonceming  job vacancies and the requirerrents of 
the labour rrarket 
Duration  :  5  weeks 
Attachrren  t 
Duration  :  1 VJeek 
Final course designed to develop Errployrrent Advisers' 
aptitude for working both as rrerrbers of a  managerrent  team 
(assistant to Job Centre manager)  and as heads of a  team 
of Clerical Officers  (this stage takes place  2 or 3 months 
after the 9th stage) 
Special training is given to Enployrrent .Advisers dealing 
with the handicapped. - 36-
France 
Training is carried out in 3 nodules 
M:>dule  1  Duration  4  days 
- Analysis of a  function  (occupational counsellor) 
- How occupational guidance is carried out 
'Ihis nodule is a:irred at introducing the teclmiques for analysing a 
job and,  by using the example of the  job of occupational counsellor, 
it shows  heM  training needs  can be derived from this job analysis. 
M:>dule  2  Duration  :  25  1/2 days 
Acquisition of knONledge  concerning techniques,  methods  and tools 
- Psycho-sociological characteristics of people receiving occupational 
guidance 
lbcurrenta:ry tools  :  reception and processing of infonnation 
- Jobs study by neans of the analysis of an errployrrent catdurent area 
(with field training) 
'Ihe different ways of formulating aids to errploynent 
Job evaluation 
- Consultation techniques 
- Prorrotion techniques 
M:xlule  3 
After a  3  week period of job insertion under experienced occupational 
counsellors, an evaluation is nade of the training received so far. 
'Ihere is additional training adapted to resolve the rrain difficulties 
encountered. 
Belgium 
'Ihe prograr£Ite of initial training for occupational 
counsellors is the sarre as that for pla.cenen  t  officers. 
2. 3. 3.  Training linked to change in function 
'Ibis training concerns officers of the institution who 
are prorroted to the function of placenent officer or occupational officer. 
France 
Officers prorroted to "prospecteur-placier" or occupa-
tional officer receive similar training to that given to officers 
newly recruited to the catego:ry,  but adapted to take account of e:xperience 
acquired in fonrer  jobs. 
United Kingdom 
Clerical assistants who  are prorroted to the grade of 
clerical officer receive the sarre training as that given to recruits but 
the 1st of the  3  training rrodules is  dis~nsed with. .r 
... 
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Clerical officers who  are pronoted to Errployrrent 
Adviser,  being familiar with nost of the resp:>nsiliili  ties of their 
new  ftn1ction,  receive training of 4 weeks  : 
lstweek  liaison-with vocational training 
2nd week  infornation on  job vacancies 
registration and job analysis 
3rd and 4th weeks  - reception of certain categories of job seekers 
-contacts with_errployers 
Federal Republic of Gennany 
In principle,  the training of the placerrent officer 
is the sane as that for the access to the ftn1ction. 
HOvVever,  there is a  similar vTay  of a  three-year 
training without attending the Public Administration College. 
A shorter way  of training  ( 1 year)  has been  foreseen 
for officers aged 45  +. 
'lhe officers of the Enployrrent Administration who  want 
to become professional advisers must follow a  specific promotion pro-
cedure first. 
Belgium 
Officers who enter the grade of placement officer or 
occupational counsellor receive the sane training as recruited officers. 
2. 3. 4.  Additional and further training - refresher trafuing 
France 
Occupational cornsellors and "prospecteurs-placiers" 
receive refresher training in tv.Jo  ways  : 
- systematic refresher training decided by the general administratioo 
in accordance with a  determined programre 
- occasional refresher training,  carried out in an ad hoc  fashion in 
accordance with individual needs,  and usually decided on regionally 
or locally. 
These programres are mainly ai.Ired at : 
irrproving reception and processing of job vacancies and  jcb seekers 
improving :rra:r:keting relations with firms  :  :rrarketing outlets and 
marketing spirit, the psychology of connercial negotiations  . - 38-
United Kingdom 
Employment Advisers and Clerical Officers receive addi-
tional training according to what is decided by the training officer or 
the office manager. 
Clerical Officers may  follow a  skill development course 
after 18  rronths service. 
Employnent Advisers attend a  specialised executive 
course in a  residential centre 3 or 4  rronths after conpleting initial 
training. 
Sorre  areas are presently experimenting with a  deve-
loprrent course for Enployrrent Advisers. 
Additional training is generally on the job. 
Federal Fepublic of Germany 
Further training sessions for placerrent officers and 
occupational counsellors are organised regulary. 
'Ihe staff assessrrent system lays dONn  that there 
should be a  week's leave every 4 years for placerrent officers and every 
2 years for occupational counsellors to enable  them to participate in 
further training scherres. 
In addition,  further training sessions are organised 
to fill gaps • 
Whilst in past years inproverrent of initial training was 
the major priority,  further training will take on increasing irrp:>rtance 
in future. 
Belgium 
Additional and refresher training is carried out in 
three ways  : 
1.  pure information  study of new  rreasures and instructions and their 
inplerrentation 
2. 
3. 
working rrethods  group discussions 
conferences and general debates - 39-
'Ihis training is adapted to the particular needs of 
each sub-regional service in relation to developrrents in legislation, 
the economic situation and working methods  resulting frorre  these. 
It is carried out by the 
11Prorrotion du Placerrent
11  ser-
vice in each region,  in collaboration with the administration of each 
sub-regional service concerned. 
2. 3. 5.  'Ihe training of training officers 
Enployrrent services staff who  are entrusted with a 
training duty are everywhere selected on the basis of their professional 
competence and aptitude for teaching. 
'Ihey receive appropriate teacher training over a 
:period of two  to three weeks.  In the United Kingdom,  they also follCM 
three weeks of courses dealing with :rrarketing teclmiques and the 
teaching of various aspects of employrrent. 
2.  3. 6.  Teaching rrethods 
Federal Republic of Genrany 
'Ihe choice of teaching rrethod is essentially determined 
by  the subject to be  taught but other factors may  influence this choice 
new or revised subject matter, enlarging or inproving skills,  time 
available,  etc. 
'Ihe Federal Office uses active methods with increasing 
use of audio-visual means. 
Training is given in groups of max:i..mum  20  to 25  people 
which can be split in  to smaller units  . 
United Kingdom 
Training is based on  the direct and inductive method 
based on group discussions with feed-back,  practical exercises,  concrete 
case studies,  role play,  self-evaluation,  scenarios with use of rrodem 
audio-visual :rmterial  :  film-closed-circuit TV,  etc. 
Working groups of about  10  trainees are each under  3 
supervisor-trainers  .  'Ihey can split into small groups • 
'Ihe  course content determines the method used. - 40  -
France 
Training is carried out using active methods  compr1s1ng 
practical exercises  (simulations,  role play, etc.  )  and work in groups, 
in this way exploiting the teaching aids or experiences ao:Juired in 
practical training  (alternating training) . 
rrhe  teaching objectives, expressed as much as possible 
in terrrs of observable activities, are made  clear at each session. 
Exercises are gradually presented to observe the results obtained. 
'Ihe A. N. P.  E.  has opened a  simulated local office for 
the pm:pose of training "p:rospecteurs-placiers" and, at a  later stage, 
for occupational counsellors. 
Belgium 
Training is given in groups of a  maximum  15 participants. 
The rrethods  adopted carbine 
- a  purely technical dirrension 
infornation on a  certain variety of infornation by rrodem and tra-
ditional rreans  (courses,conferences,  slide projection,  magnetoscopes, 
etc.) 
a  teaching di.Irension 
rrethod of outlines on a  board,  consisting of diagrarrs which pin-point 
infornation and avoids its dispersal. 
'Ihis training aims at prcxlucing familiarity with legal texts and 
practice in using them and the officers can also continue self-training. 
- a  socio-psychological di.rrension 
individual research,  group discussions on the basis of a  concrete 
support  (conference,  projection)  so as to individualise the training 
by calling upon each individual's social and job experience. 
'Ihe psychological training given to placement officers 
is based exclusively on  the active method  :  the setting up of working 
groups  under the guidance of facilitators, simulation exercises,  role 
playing,  use of audio-visual methods. - 41  -
3.  REMARKS  AND  PIDPOOAIS 
After a  first section describing training systems 
in the com  tries participating in the study, it was necessa:ry to 
formulate  a  Corrmunity  view on staff training in employrrent services 
that met their current major concerns in the training field, based 
on the remarks praTipted by practice in these countries. 
'fue corrparison of the different systerrs in force 
and the inquiry conducted in each of the corntries have not only led 
to conclusions regarding the suitability of the rreasures adopted but 
also show the factors deterrninir1g the individual perforrrance of each 
service in the field of training. 
This section of critical analysis builds up,  in a 
forward looking perspective,  an optirral training rrodel for operational 
officers in the placerrent field which is up to each comtry to adopt, 
taking into consideration its awn  specific national context. 
Concern for the future must be the inspiration behind 
this present Cormnuni ty view. 
Constant developm:mt and inproverrent of the rrethods 
of managing personnel resources,  in other words  training, constitutes 
one of the pripcipa.l challenges facing employrrent offices. 
The acceleration of economic and social changes and 
the prospect of this leading to crisis situations,  forces  errployrrent 
offices to constantly adapt themselves  to nE!N  situations and resort 
to rerredies which go far beyond the sinple rnatching of supply and demand 
in the errployrren  t  sector. 
While employrrent services ~re kept within strict 
limits for a  long tirre,  in the last two  decades  they have certainly 
benefited from a  progressive enlargerrent of their rreans of action in 
rrost Corrmunity comtries  :  increase in staff conplerrents,  enlarged 
es  tablishrren  ts,  increased powers,  recourse to rrodem managerrent tech-
niques,  centres rrore orientated ta#ards reception,  publicity, etc. 
'fuis developrren  t  bears wi  mess  to a  groNing awareness of these services 
1 
ever increasing role as  factors which can actively cooperate in regu-
lating the labour market. 
But it is particularly since  1974-1975 with the need 
to deal with economic stagnation and the complexity of economic and 
social changes that the services 
1  qualitative participation in inproving 
the labour rnar.ket has required nurrerous  and diversified interventions, 
acting together and reinforcing each other.  It was necessa:ry to act on 
extrerrely rnstable variables in the labour rna:rket simultaneously  : 
I,  1 - 42-
the developrent of under-enploynent,  continuing unenployrrent,  an 
increase in the number of warren  and young people seeking enployment, 
fewer  jobs in the private sector,  the developrrent of new  teclmologies, 
loss of skills anong the unemployed,  the errergence of other fonns of 
organising woik. 
Too limited an action on any of these factors could 
hinder all inproverrent in the others. 
'Ihe tradi  tiona! function of those agencies - ensuring 
the placerrent of workers,  ma.de  it possible to draw a  relatively precise 
profile of their operational staff - such a  profile being the indispen-
sable prerequisite of drawing up a  training progranne. 
'Ihe  forced enlargenent of the services '  field of in-
tervention rrakes it  more complex a  task to draw up the profile of a 
placerrent officer and nore difficult to elaborate an appropriate and 
effective training progra.rme. - 43-
3.1.  ELABORATION  OF  A  TRAINING  PROGJ:W.t.1E 
Drawing up a  training programme  requires  the following 
steps taken in chronological order  : 
1.  A detailed and  forward-looking analysis of the function 
2.  A  survey of the training needs of placerrent officers by conparing 
the initial profile  (conditions of recruitnEnt - probationary period) 
and the final profile  (analysis of the role and status reserved for 
this function) . 
3.  'Ihe definition of training objectives in terms of observable lines 
of action.  · 
4 .  'Ihe building up of a  nodular sys  tern. 
5.  Evaluation of teaching  (Corrparison results/objectives). - 44  -
3. 1.1  •  Analysis of the fnnctions 
1.  'Ihis section is not a  precise, direct picture of the 
functions of placerrent officers and occupational connsellors as was 
given in the descriptive part of this study, but is based on the deve-
loprrent of the function. 
'Ihe definition of staff engaged in placing - whether 
placerrent officers or occupational counsellors - as it exists now  and 
as it  will becoTIE  shortly,  irrplies a  forward estimate so that the ser-
vices are not late in starting to tackle problematic situations. 
IDoking at recent changes in the fnnction nakes it already possible 
to foresee  soTIE  probable developrrents.  HONever,  this forecast of 
future developrrents must above all bear on the new  types of action which 
services will have to take on in the near future and which will detennine 
the developrrent of the placing officers'  function. 
An exhaustive examination of possible new  fo:rrns  of 
action in the future would r8:1uire separate analysis of the function 
and is beyond the scope of this study.  Ho"~Aever, here are soTIE  exanples 
of fonns of action that characterise the definition of the changed role 
of the staff carrying them out :. 
a)  M:>st  enployrrent offices at present have in their registers distinct 
groups of people who  have specific problems of re-integration into 
the labour mc:u:ket  and r8:1uire special working rrethods on the part 
of the staff : 
'Ihe influx of yonng school leavers on to the labour mcu:ket  forces 
the offices to take special action and join forces in the field of 
occupational infonnation,  guidance and training.  Consequently 
placing staff first of all must thenselves continuously and criti-
cally study the  jobs situation otherwise their efforts at placerrent 
would be rendered ineffective.  Indeed,  jobs mich were once clearly 
distinct have,  in nodem economies,  becorre  increasingly rrore corrplex 
and rrore difficult to define because of their diversity,  ramifications 
and interpretation. 
The  fact that there is growing female wo:rkforce in the labour market, 
whose economic  and social emancipation is sorretimes hindered by 
very limited vocational training,  requires the staff placing them, 
as with yonng  job seekers,  to cooperate rrore closely with vocational 
training services. 
Although the aim of vocational training was initially the reduction 
of structural imbalances in the labour :rra:rket,  the ideas governing 
its expansion are inspired by considerations of a  different nature 
which require it to be a  corrplerrent to the various placerrent rreasures 
in the strict sense for the purpose of rerroving non-structural im-
balances in the market. - 45  -
'Ihl.s new  function assigned to occupational training denands an 
integration of placing and vocational training functions,  and 
therefore constant coordination between staff. 
An ever increasing nl.liTber  of people who  have been unemployed 
either for a  long tine or  re~atedly, each require individually 
adapted intervention on the part of the office because the 
length or re~ti  tion of unerrployrrent assurres  a  different charac-
ter in terrrs of errployrrent according to the age,  social situation 
or sex. 
Exclusion  from the labour market or difficulties of reintegration 
following collective redundencies affect those workers whose 
pros~cts of employrrent are the worse  :  older workers or those 
who belong to the rrost crcMd~d categories in the market, workers 
with few  skills or with skills very specific to one  job. 
'Iheir reintegration also denands  an individual response  from 
errployrrent agencies.  Both flexibility and speed are required 
in coo~rating with other bodies and in coordinating continually 
with vocational training services. 
Confronted with these different categories of people,  errployrrent 
offices have had to extend their concerns considerably arrl rrake 
their placing staff coo~rate closely with occupational guidance 
and training services and even other bodies of a  technical,  indus-
trial or social nature for the purpose of joint action. 
In this  res~ct, the demarcation line which exists between the 
work of placerrent officers and occupational oounsellors could be 
prejudicial to a  better handling of particularly vulnerable cate-
gories of job seekers. 
b)  On  the other hand,  the services must also take into account social 
changes which are mainly rranifested in preoccupations concerning  · 
rrore flexible ways of organising -work,  preoccupations made  rrore 
urgent by warren's participation in the labour market. 
'Ihe  taking over of res:[X)nsibility for the managerrent of terrpJrary 
work by errployrrent services in certain E.  E. C.  countries is certainly 
a  res:r;x:>nse  to these neN concerns and is part of the services enlarged 
field of intervention. 
'Ihis res:r;x:>nsibili ty entails a  new  definition of the placing function 
characterised by speed,  contact with errployers,  and dynamism on the 
part of the staff operating these ad hoc services,  and therefore 
a  special training progranme. 
In the sane way  terrpJrary  jcb creaticn progranmes  financed by the 
state,  require specific rreasures by errployrrent services, 
for example,  in the area of accounting,  because  the inplerrentation 
of these progranmes entails financial participation of the state 
via the service and also in administrative and legal matters since 
the state is often led to partially substitute itself for the 
actual enployer. - 46  -
- Other teclmiques for nanaging offer and denand are indicated  : 
no searching for offers in a  roarket,  other problems of selec-
tion~ greater accounting and administrative burdens. 
'Ihe pararreters of the function of placing staff 'Who  operate these 
enployrrent sectors will again be different. 
c)  Lastly,  the training prograrmre  for placenent officers and occupa-
tional counsellors must be conceived in relation to resrx>nsibili  ties 
assigned to them in the errployrrent service 
1 s  choice of its global 
action in the larour market,  and in a  larger sense,  in relations 
to the objectives of enploynent policies.  In corrparing the situ-
ation in the countries participating in the study,  two  conceptions 
appear to be present,  either together,  side by side and intermingled, 
or one alone. 
- One,  the traditional conception,  sees rrediation between supply 
and derrand as  the overriding objective of placerrent services. 
It regards placerrent officers as totally distinct intenrediaries, 
and reserves  for occupational counsellors the cases 'Which  require 
thorough research or specialist intervention in the field of occu-
pational infornation. 
'Ihe other conception,  rrore concerned with stimulating the dynamism 
of the labour rna.rket and making it rrore flexible,  aims at multi-
plying the ccntacts bei:l>.Teen  supply and denand.  Here,  placement 
officers becare reception staff who  are interrrodiaries facilitating 
contacts - witnesses to the pairing of offer and denand rather 
than active agents.  Occupational counsellors act as heads of 
placement teams and as qualified officers giving occupational ad-
vice and informa.tion. 
'!he current evolution in the role of these services 
also gives an opportl.mity to examine  the natural interpretation of the 
two  fnnctions,  placerrent officer and occupation counsellor, which are 
the point of departure of this study.  'Ibis will lead us  to use often 
the rrore generic terrrs  "placing agent",  particularly in elaborating 
the basic nodular sys  tern. 
'Ihe rnul tiplication of interventions of a  different 
order 'Whether directed at different categories of people or different 
problerrs,  and the services 
1  choices regarding the conception of their 
action in the labour market,  all shed light on the different pararreters 
of the basic function of placing agent,  making it necessary to draw up 
different training progra:rmes. - 47-
2.  'Ihis  fo:rward-looking concern in the analysis of the 
function neans that it  must be carried out step-by-step. 
3.  Examination of the replies to the questionnaire 
provokes sane observations which may  underlie further consideration 
on the function 
If one starts with the generally accepted assurrption that the 
provision of services and benefits by employnent offices is ained 
at satisfying individual and collective needs  - those of jab seekers 
and employers  anong others, it is necessary to pin-point the needs 
to be satisfied,  define the benefits and services rrost susceptible 
to satisfying these needs and satisfy them in conjunction with each 
other. 
Hence objectives given to the service,  such as  the irrplerrentation 
of terrpJrary job creation progranmes  financed by the governm=nt 
with the aim of reabsorbing unerrployrrent  (nunber of placerrents 
achieved) ,  could well corrpromise the sane efforts of placing staff 
to satisfy the needs of the ordinary labour market  (marketing, 
information,  placerrent of handicapped people). 
In the sarre order of ideas,  does not administrative work - the 
processing and updating of index cards,  drawing up statistics -
get in the way of ma!:keting  ? 
It is therefore necessary to clarify the needs to be satisfied 
and the objectives to be attained,  define the rreans,  that is, the 
services rrost susceptible to achieve them,  and then verify the 
coherence and consistency of each agent 
1 s  function so as to har-
monize all these factors. 
In this analysis of function, it is useful to find out if certain 
pararreters escape all forms of training  (individual factors such as 
the innate ·sense of social contact,  for example)  or if certain fac-
tors that condition the effectiveness of the agent are not external 
to training  (for exarrple,  the nunber of agents in the service, 
specialist divisions will adapted to the region, etc.  ) 
It is also necessary to dynamise  the  functions by situating them in 
their relations with the service 
1 s  global organisation.  In addi  lion, 
the analysis must relate r:eople to their everyday reality :  do the actual 
and  local conditions for fulfilling the function correspond with 
the theoretical function  ? 
3.1. 2.  Analysis of Training Needs 
'Ihe survey of placing agents 
1 training needs constitutes 
the  foll<:Ming stage of the section aiming at drawing up progranrres and 
it will begin with a  conparison between the initial profile of the placing 
agent and the final profile as it will appear after the analysis of the 
functions. - 48-
'Ihe initial profile can firstly be based in a  global 
fashion,  on the definition of condi  lions of recrui  tlrents  :  the pre-
sumptive satisfactory completion of the probationary period concludes 
this profile. 
A.  Placenent Officers 
- External Recrui  trrent 
'Ihe service's requirerrents regarding educational qualifications, 
age and work experience when  recruiting condition the question of 
training. 
Any  educational p:rogramrre  must be adapted to the level of the 
officers to be trained.  In effect,  the p:rogramrre  should be 
conceived in relation to the initial profile - that is, depending 
on whether the educational level on entering the service is high 
or lON  ;  or whether the education received was  general or techni-
cal  ;  on whether work experience is required or not  ;  on whether 
one is dealing with young school leavers or candidates who  have 
already acquired a  certain maturity. 
General entry conditions 
l.  ~ 
'Ihe minimum recruitment age is fixed at 23.  'Ihis age is higher 
than that at which people nor:mally enter public functions at a 
non-university  le~l and it can be considered as justified by 
the very nature of·  the function.  'Ihe nature of this function 
requires that placerrent officers be able to create relations 
of trust not only with job seekers but also with employers and 
that both categories should find in them valid,  experienced, 
o:pen interlocutors who  are accessilile to their concerns and 
sufficiently prepared and aware of their responsiliilities to 
assl.lllE,  when necessary,  the role of cotmsellor. 
It is in fact,  a  maturity which only cones with age.  Is this 
the case at 23  ?  No  assurance can be given on this and any 
age  li.mi  t  is a:rbi  trary.  HONever,  it is certainly not by lowering 
the age limit that the chances of finding it in the candidates 
will be increased. 
In this context,  the United Kingdom's entry age of 16  may  appear 
abnonra.lly lON  but the significance of this condition must be 
qualified :  it should be noted that,  on the one hand,  the re-
cruitrrent rrethod leaves a  great freedom of selection to the ad 
hoc panel by which preference can be given to candidates who 
have already started their working life or shaN evidence of rratu-
ri  ty,  and that on the other,  the ftmction of enployrrent officer, 
as it is conceived in the British system,  does not take on the 
full range of responsibilities entrusted to place:rrent officers - 49  -
in the other countries consulted.  'Ihis latter reason can 
also explain why  the United Kingdom only requires education 
to lCMer  seconda:ry school level while the other countries 
require it at higher secondary level,  the tendency being, 
in the frarrework of upgrading public services,  to raise 
this level. 
2.  Educational background 
Regarding the consideration of the nature of the studies,  two 
conceptions are present :  one which makes  a  diplona in tech-
nical studies a  forrral  require:rrent  ;  the other open to gene-
ral or specialised education.  Partisans of a  technical trai-
ning related to the sector where place:rrent officers will be 
assigned,  consider that it makes  them nore accessible to em-
ployers as well as  job seekers and that this can only increase 
their credibility with their clients. 
It can be objected that even in the sarre branch of activity, 
the variety of jobs and vacancies is so big that even a  techni-
cal training orientated tc:Mards  this sector is not sufficient 
to cover all aspects .  Nevertheless, it should be remarked that 
with regard to this point of view,  there is no· question of re-
quiring placerrent officers' training to enable them to discuss 
technical natters at all levels in their sector.  Havever,  they 
would at least have  the advantage of a  cannon core of studies 
in the sane discipline,  allowing them to approach nore easily 
the technical aspects of supply and demand in this sector and 
carmrunicate nore easily in a  well-inforrred manner with their 
clients. 
A nore valid objection is that teclmical training is forcibly 
lirni  ted to a  detennined branch of activity so that for the other 
branches  these placeirent officers would find themselves in 
practically the same  situation as non-technical placement offi-
cers.  'Ihen again,  technical developrrents are so rapid that 
vocational knCJNledge  is soon overtaken. 
On  the other harid,  non-technical studies which give a  nore ge-
neral training have the advantage of facilitating the assimila-
tion of neil knc:Mledge.  'Ihe inclusion in the training prograrrrne 
of inforrration on  jobs in general and those relating to the 
placerrent officer's sphere of competence in particular plus the 
organisation of visits to firms will give these officers an 
nndoubtedly elerrentary knowledge but one which could be developed 
in exercising the function. 
'Ihe pertinence of the argurrents  supporting each thesis perhaps 
justifies an internediate position  :  specialised training may 
be advisable for placing in the dominant industries in the  · 
office's catch.rrent area.  In other cases,  that is, when place-
rrent officers are in charge of several branches considered as 
secondary in the area,  there is a  justifiable arg:uiTEnt  for using 
staff with a  non-specialist backgronnd. - 50  -
3.  Work  e:xperience 
'Ihe rrajority of the co1.mtries do not rreke  a  period of work 
experience a  forrral condition of employrrent but leave the 
recruitnent panel the possibility of using it as an elenent 
of appraisal when selecting candidates. 
In contrast,  such v.ork experiences constitutes an additional 
requirenent in Belgium where a  diplona in technical studies 
is rEquired.  In addition,  this work  e~ience  must have 
been gained in a  sector corresponding to that of their studies, 
these being conditioned noreover by the placerrent officer  •  s 
assigned sector. 
Work  experience is oodoubtedly a  source of inforrration on 
working conditions in fiilllS,  the practising of trades,  the 
rrentali  ty of workers,  the behaviour of rranagers.  It allows 
placerrent officers to set up a  confident and fruitful dialogue 
with job seekers and with employers to whom  they will appear 
as  p~ple open to their problems and concerns and not as 
administrators.  All the coootries inplicitly recognise this 
advantage because they rreke it a  plus factor in recruitnent. 
'Iherefore,  why  not make it a  requirenent ? 
If it is probable that in periods of recession,  rrany  candi-
dates whom  the crisis has deprived of their job are attracted 
by the public services, is there not a  reason to fear that 
in a  l::x:xmling  econOII¥ it  will be nostly yooog inexperienced 
candidates who  will corre  forward  ? 
Fecrui  trrent rrethods 
Engaging candidates who  rreet certain educational requirerrents, 
the only selection being on the basis of their past v.ork  e~ience, 
without any other fonn of selection,  can conpromise the future good 
fooctioning of the service. 
'Iherefore, it is essential that errployrrent services take particular 
care to engage people who  are notivated,  dynamic,  socially aware 
and gifted in hurcan  contact. 
While it is possible with appropriate training,  to instil or develop 
knowledge,  teclmiques and managerrent skills, there are also skills 
which scarcely lend therrselves to a<Xjuisition because they are 
innate. 
'll1e  extent to which candidates possess the innate qualities required 
by the function must be  found out at the tirre of recruitnent by the 
appropriate rreans which may  be able to choose between them at the 
sarre  tirre. • 
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Each of the four cotmtries consul  ted has its own  system.  No  test 
or conbination of tests can guarantee perfect selection and it 
would be useless to try and grade the system in use. 
'Ihere are different ways  of finding out the level of intelligence, 
ve:rbal expression,  social behaviour,  hunan rela  lions sense, 
rroti  vation and self control of a  placem:.mt officer candidate. 
It is still necessary that each test be organised by qualified 
and corrq;:etent people.  It is not recomrended,  for exanple,  to 
let a  consultation or discussion group be led by people who  have 
not received appropriate training for this fonn of assessrrent. 
In the sa.rre  way,  use of psychological and psycho-technical tests 
entails preliminary research into the range of tests to use their 
grading and the fixing of acceptance threshholds for candidates. 
Engagerrent - Probationary pericxl 
Whatever the quality of selection, it cannot ensure that candidates 
will adapt to their new  'WOrk  place and be able to display in the 
exercise  of their ftmctions the qualities and dynamism which the 
examiners believed to have discovered. 
'Ihe probationary period is not only a  period of training and adapta-
tion for those doing it ;  it is also an observation period for 
those rtmning the service which they must profit from to weed out 
the recruits who  are not proving satisfacto:ry.  Once  engage:rrent 
becorres perrcanent,  any such expulsion generally gives rise to much 
dispute. 
M.:>reover,  the observation period must be long enough to give a 
chance to trainees whose  adaptation is slower and to avoid concluding 
contracts too quickly in doubtful cases.  It is for this reason 
that prolongation on the probationa:r:y period is possible in sorre 
cotmtries. 
In France,  where  there is no probation,  the decision regarding the 
continuance or termination of the engagerrent must take place in 
the  3 rronths  trial period.  Such a  short period does not offer 
a  serious guarantee either to the administration or to the officer. - 52  -
Internal Recrui  trrent 
It is no:rrral practise that conditions for acceding to the ftmction 
are rrade rrore flexible for the institutions nenbers of staff 
because of the both theoretical and practical job skills they have 
acquired.  'Ihe four countries participating in this study follCM 
the logic of their external recruitrrent system also in their in-
ternal system. 
B.  Occupational Counsellors 
- External recrui  trren  t 
General conditions of entry 
rrhe  ftmction of occupational cotmsellor whose essential features 
have been described in the first part of the report has,  in com-
parison to that of the placerrent officer,  a  level of qualification 
which justifies recruitrrent requirennnts which are high both for 
the rn:inimum  ent:r:y  age and for the level of education. 
When  called in to relieve place.rrent officers in cases which are 
difficult or conplex,  occupational counsellors must wo:r:k  in-depth 
and from their analysis choose the elenents which could lead to 
a  solution.  In addition,  hc:Mever,  it is their duty to guide an 
operational group and assurre other responsibilities such as exter-
nal relations,  job infomation,  studying the labour market,  liaison 
with other bodies involved in the placerrent process, etc. 
In addition,  the considerations which were advanced concerning entry 
age in the case of placerrent officers have even rrore weight in the 
case of occupa.  tional cotmSellors. 
M:>reover,  raising educational requirenents for entry also leads to 
a  higher minimum age.  In France,  entry is at university level 
(licence)  and in Belgium at advanced technical studies level  (inge-
nieur technicien) . 
Paradoxically,  the situation is reversed in the Federal Republic 
of Gern:any.  While candidate placerrent officers must show that they 
have conpleted a  course of study at an advanced vocational training 
college, it is sufficient for candidate occupational cotmsellors to 
have studied to baccalaureat level, or in vocational education,  the 
level which gives access to advanced vocational training.  'Ibis 
anomaly is only apparent.  In reality,  candidate counsellors must 
follow a  three year course of specialised training in the  "enployrrent 
administration" section of Public Adrn:inistration College,  so that 
from the point of view of higher education they are in the sane situ-
ation as candidate placenent officers except they have one advantage 
over the latter in that they received three years of training spe-
cially designed for the function  they intend to exercise. - 53-
On  the question of studies,  there is again the problem of knowing 
whether technical studies of so-called general education should 
be privileged. 
'Ihe  function of occupational counsellor has socio-economic and 
psychological aspects to it.  It also involves a  good deal of 
technical knowledge in a  wider variety of areas than that of pla-
cement officers. 
A clear solution cannot be found because of the hybrid character 
of the function with the result that the choice between general 
and technical education leads to one or the other aspect of the 
function being privileged.  Whatever the situation chosen, it is 
the subsequent training which must fill the gaps  and the qt:estion 
remains open  as to which gaps can be rrost easily filled. 
'lhe requirerrents to have worked for several years before taking up 
this function is a  very useful conplement to the qualifications of 
occupational counsellors.  It gives  them a  credibility in their 
relations with wo:r:kers  and errployers which encourage fruitful 
dialogue,  roakes  them rrore accessible to the concerns of both these 
parties and favours  the finding of realistic solutions. 
Pecrui  tnen  ts rrethods 
Even rrore care must be  taken in the selection of these candidates 
than in the case of placem:mt officers. 
Raising the level of educational requirerrents is, in this respect, 
very positive but not sufficient.  'Ihe selection tests would not 
offer adequate guarantees if they did not include a  thorough 
psychological examination which could indicate to the panel the 
candidate 
1 s  aptitude for the  function.  It should test intelligence, 
atti  ture to work,  social behaviour,  rroti  va  tion,  etc. 
'Ihe  tests should also be acco.rrpanied by group discussions under the 
guidance of people qualified in psychology. 
Engagement - Probationary Period 
'Ihe above considerations on the subject of engagerrent procedures 
for placement officers are equally applicable here.  'lhey would 
even  justify a  prolongation of the probationary or observation 
period when  the diversity of occupational connsellors 
1  assignrrents 
is taken into consideration.  'Ihis is indeed the case in the Fede-
ral Pepublic of Cermany where  the probationary training period 
preceeding engagement is three years. 
'  I 
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Internal Fecruitnent 
It can rightly be considered that the function of 
occupational counsellor forrrs  a  continuation of that of placerrent 
officer and that placerrent officers are usually suited to this senior 
position, not as an autorratic choice, but after examination of each 
case by a  qualified panel which can decide on the case in the light, 
not only of the candidates service record, but also of a  trained 
psychological assessment. 
lastly,  a  general conclusion must be dravm after 
the carparati  ve examination of the recruiting requirements.  'Ihe 
pertinence of these requirements can only be shCMn  in the light of 
the options chosen by the services regarding the orientation of their 
action in the labour market. 
- 'Ihus,  in the traditional conception of the placerrent officer's 
function it is advisable that candidates should have studied to 
at least the level of higher secondary education,  have aa:juired 
a  certain naturity which comes with age and have been able to 
familiarise themselves with problems in the field of enployrrent 
through experience in "WOrking. 
In the conception which views placerrent officers as responsible 
for stimulating contact between supply and derrand,  rather than· 
negotiating it, the requirements  for recruit:rrent can be rrade 
rrnre flexible. 
Similarly,  the fact that occupational counsellors nay act either 
as a  specialist in job infonra.tion or as the head of a  team also 
has an infll.Ence on the conditions for recruit:rrent. 
let us lastly stress that the enploynent office's 
ability to gain staff which are likely to correspond to the final profile 
for its services is equally dependent,  irrelevent of training efforts, 
on the status given to the function. 
In this resJ?ect,  three factors seem determining 
a)  Femuneration 
'Ihis subject must firstly be appraised in the light of requirements 
in recruit:m:mt.  let us observe,  ha.vever,  that the rrnre requirements 
are raised the greater risk there is of seeing possible candidates 
turn  at~ay from the public sector to the private one where pay condi-
tions and future prosJ?ects are generally nore favourable.  Undoubtedly 
there is less danger in a  J?eriod of recession when  enployrrent sta-
bility exercises a  corrpensatory drawing pa.ver over pay.  It  "WOuld, 
ha.vever,  be unwise  to base a  recruit:rrent policy on such a  speculation 
because an irrprovement in the econorrw "WOuld  unfailingly provoke 
rrany defections, particularly arrong  the nost dynamic and rrnst gifted 
elements. - 55  -
•  'Therefore,  taking in consideration the requirerrents of recruitrrent, 
there is an overriding need to offer salaries vihich are conpeti  ti  ve 
on the market,  not only at entJ:y into the service but also throughout 
the career structure.  'Ihe specific nature of the fnnction justifies 
a  departure from guide-line salary scales which certain administra-
tions are required to keep to,  when  the scales prove to be too lew. 
b)  'Ihe career structure or organisation of prarotion 
'Ihe possibilities of progression within the hierarchy of fnnctions 
by rreans of prorrotion constitutes another aspect of the problem, 
while it satisfies the officer' aspirations, it can only be  · 
beneficial for the placerrent service if the professional experience 
and skills of the newly prorroted officer can be e2q?loi  ted in the 
higher function.  'Ihis would be the case when  placerrent officers 
are prorroted to occupational counsellor or when  occupational conn-
sellers are prorroted to managerrent positions in the  "placerrent" 
division.  But when  they are transferred to another division,  for 
example,  benefits or general services,  the placerrent service cer-
tainly suffers a  loss. 
'Ihis is one of the aspects of the staff rotation problem which, 
by discouraging the service rranagers,  doubly tmdennines  the ser-
vice's effectiveness.  In certain cotmtries there are rigid di  vi-
sions between the main departrrents in the service so that an offi-
cer's career progresses in the sane unit. 
Another way  of guaranteeing the specificity of the fnnction is 
to grant placement officers and occupational cotmsellors a  con-
tinuous career structure?  Pronotion in a  continuous career struc-
ture rreans  that an officer can be pronoted to a  higher grade wit-
hout changing ftmction.  This then,  is an automatic prorrotion which 
takes place after a  deterrn:i.ned number of years providing, of course, 
that the officer has  received favourable reports. 
On  the other hand,  officers cannot be a  candidate for another fnnction 
nntil the period of tirre that gives  them access to the final grade 
in the continuous career structure has elapsed.  Although this nea-
sure is limi  ~d, it contributes to a  reduction of rotation in this 
category of officers. 
c)  The passage to other ftmctions 
In contrast to the preceeding concerns, it can sorretines prove 
opporttme to nove into other functions,  placerre:nt officers or 
occupational cotmsellors viho,  for reasons "Which  :rmy  be physical, 
psychological or other, but beyond their control,  are no  longer 
able to carry out their fnnction satisfactorily, bad state of 
health may  have irrpaired their dynamism,  family problems :rmy  have 
changed their character or taken CMay  all interest in their job  .  . - 56-
A change to a  fnnction less dem:mding on  the human  level often 
constitutes a  solution where the interests of both the service 
and the officer are satisfied.  Administrative regulations are 
sorret:ines  an obstacle to this, if only because the salary scale 
of the new  fnnction is lCMer  than that of their forrrer fnnction. 
Greater flexibility which 'WOuld  allON the transferred officer 
to keep,  at all events, his previous salary, 'WOuld  resolve many 
problerrs.  It goes without saying that everything possible must 
be done  to psychologically prepare officers for this change so 
that they are led, if possible,  to request it themselves or at 
least accept it. 
After examination,  the training practises of the 
conntries participating in the study show different systems 
of analysing needs which have an influence on the nature of the 
training  (continuous or not)  and its distribution in the career 
structure  (before or after nomination). 
- Either a  rrore authoritarian determination of the service's 
needs  ;  it can be specified with certitude what knCMledge 
and techniques are necessary for e~rcising the function. 
'!he training has a  shru:ply defined tirre-span  (before or after 
engagem:mt)  but covers all aspects of the function. 
Such a  rronolithic and uninterrupted training course is nore 
easily adapted to little develoP=d programres.  The training 
can be accelerated but with the risk of less assimilation. 
- Or a  less authoritarian attitude which,  basing itself nore on 
the problems of trained officers, proceeds by responding to 
needs. 
recisions are nade by the rnanagenent which defines the global 
objectives.  Training takes place in a  perspective of continuous 
training based on specific initial training at entry. 
Training spread out in this manner makes it possible to regulate 
the effort derranded of trainees when the prograrcne is large and, 
CMing  to the intervals,  slCMly  i.rrpa.rt the subjects taught. 
Between these  2  poles there are intenrediate attitudes 
The  German.  conception rreri  ts particular attention. 
'!he Federal Republic of Genmny is the only country to carry out 
training before engagenent.  This rrethod undoubtedly offers great 
advantages  :  the trainees are nore notivated and nore inclined to 
e~rt themselves because their engagerrent depends on the result 
of their training.  The office only hires the candidates Who  have 
passed the test or who  were satisfactory,  and has no resronsibili  ty 
for the others.  Training is given to people who  are still outside • 
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the office,  the prolongation of the training period does not place 
any service in difficulty and training can continue free from 
any restraint  . 
'Ihe situation is very different in countries where 
training is given to trainees already engaged by the office and 
assigned to a  service  :  the length of training courses is much 
shorter.  'llie case of occupational counsellors is significant in 
this respect seeing that the length of the training period is 
froin  7  to 8 weeks in France and Belgium and 26  weeks in the 
United Kingdom,  while in the Federal Republic of Gernany the 
training,  before engagerrent,  takes place over three years.  It 
seems  that this situation is not considered entirely satisfactory 
by those in charge of enployrrent offices.  'Ihe situation results 
rather from the  preoccupatio~1 to rrake operational as soon as 
possible recruits which are often inpatiently awaited to rein-
force inconplete staffing.  Occasionally financial considerations 
also enter, if not lack of training personnel. 
'Ihe programres can be limited to a  specific functional 
training rrore or less extended,  or stretched out, with a  basic 
training which then serves as a  foundation for functional training. 
'Ihey can also play a  greater or snaller part in practical in-service 
training periods where  theory is corrpared to reality. 
'Ihe rrost extended prograrrrre is nndoubtedly that 
organised in the Federal !€public of ~rrnany for training occupational 
counsellors.  It consists of a  3 year course of studies,  integrated 
in the advanced vocational training sector of higher education. 
The programre for placerrent officers, carried out in 
the colleges of the Federal Office, is limited to one year,  undoubted-
ly because the function of placerrent officer is less corrplex than 
that of occupational officer; but also because the level of 
education derranded at entry is higher,  even superior,  than that of 
occupational counsellors. 
'Ihe training of the administration inspectors who  are 
in a  position to becorre professional advisers is longer and takes 
three years.  It would be greatly mistaken not to recognise the value 
of such an extended period of training.  On  the contrary, it rrerits 
being held up as an exarrple,  covering as it does all aspects of 
training.  It is, in addition,  a  very well thought out scherre which 
inserts the training into a  progranme of academic studies followed 
before any engagerrent.  It can only be regretted that its extension 
to other cotm tries is blocked for institutional reasons,  and also 
still rrore  for budgetary reasons. 
Consequently, what must be considered is if such a 
long period of training,  however,  desirable it nay be, is indispen-
sable for training staff capable of performing their function ade-
quately.  It appears not especially since the extended period of 
training in C£rnany results partly from requirerrents born of 'the 
raising of the level of staff in the public sector.  'Ihere are 
too many  interventing factors which prevent us proposing a  rrodel-
training programre and fixing its duration. 
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3. 1. 3.  I:efini  tion of objectives in terns of observable lines of action 
Training needs inherent in the ftmction,  pin-J;Ointed 
by corrparing the initial profile and the final profile, must be 
translated into operational objectives from the  teaching point of view. 
An operational definition of objectives consists in 
expressing them in te:rrrs of observable and concrete lines of action. 
Exanple  :  M:rlule  I  (cfr. infra)  aims at encouraging officers'  inte-
gration into their working environrrent  ;  officers will be better 
able to relate their working envirorurent,  its ins and outs, with 
the totality of the office's activities  . 
'Ihis section where the objectives are analysed and 
defined in terrrs of lines of action to learn, is a  reason for drawing 
up  the prograrrrre in the  fo:rm of rrodules  (  capi  talisable units) ,  however, 
it is always  a  rreans  to evaluate the  "apprenticeship"  :  whether or not 
the trainee has learnt certain knavledge or a  certain skill :  can 
or ought this knCM>ledge  of skill be acquired ? 
'Ihe  detennination of objectives also entails a  survey 
of the opti.m3.1  rreans  (budget,  available tirre,  training staff, etc  ..  ) 
which the service has at its disJ;:osal to put into effect the transfor-
mation of the initial profile to the final profile.  This question is 
bound up with the cost efficiency analysis  examin~d later. 
Different employrrent offices can approach the sane 
type of needs with different teaching abjecti  ves  .. 
Exanple  :  placing agents must provide an adequate reception for  job 
seekers.  'Ihis professional objective can be translated operationally 
for placing agents by 2  different lines of action which are learnt : 
- being able to direct job seekers to the right agent 
- being able to give a  general reception themselves . 
In order to rrake  training objectives operational 
from a  teaching J;Oint of view,  forecasts concerning the developrrent 
of the function must be kept in mind. 
For exanple  :  the developrrent of the infonna.tics sector will engender 
nf!M  types of job.  'Ihe presence of a  placing agent specialised in in-
fo:rma.tics  is required.  An objective aiming a  greater knONledge of 
info:rma.tics in order to intervene rrore effectively in the managerrent 
of offer and demand in this particular sector will have to be defined. 
'Ihe determination of training objectives for place.:rrent 
officers requires several stages.  Its first step consists in naking an 
analysis of the global objective,  and dete:rmining the different phases 
of it.  'Ib each phase corresponds an objective.  Each phase must be placed 
in a  coherent order of difficulty.  Indeed,  the splitting up of the 
global objective into smaller learning phases is J;:ostulated on an or-
dering and linking of the lines of action to be learnt by placing staff. 
• • 
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Exa:ryPle  :  'Ihe general nodule of insertion into the socio-working 
envJ.ronrrent  (cfr.  infra)  is an indispensable prerequisite for 
accorrplishing well the other nodules .  'Ihis  linking of lines of 
action to be learnt is even rrore indispensable when  the teaching 
is directed at adults anxious  to integrate the aCX}uired  skills to 
their actual working situation. 
In training aiming at the aexjuisition of teclmi-
cal lines of action,  the objectives can be elaborated very quickly 
because they are very precise.  'Ihey can quickly be related. 
Exarrple  :  knowledge of the budgetary and accounting procedures 
governing the  functioning of the office entails prior knowledge 
of the legal statute of the office. 
In training concerning the psychological aspects, 
the objectives are less easily pin-fX)inted and explained,  the links 
less evident. 
3.1.4.  Elaboration of a  nodular system 
'Ihe teaching system of capi  tali  sable training units -
nodules which can be broken down  into sequences - makes it  possible 
to rrake  the rrost adequate response to the training needs of placing 
staff in view of the fact that the basic function rray  be contained within 
different pararreters depending on whether it is exercised in the tra-
ditional conception of placenent,  in a  te:rrporary work arrangerrent 
financed by the state,  in a  free vacancy service in a  temporary work 
service, etc. 
Likewise,  from a  forward  looking perspective, if 
supplerrentary para:rreters are added to the fnnction,  the rrethod of 
capi  talisable units makes it possible to respond to training requi-
rerrents and equally rreet future needs by adding or subtracting nodules 
or sequences. 
In the stage following the  franework  for drawing up 
progra:rmes, it  will thus be necessary to define the training uni.ts and 
their organisation in tine  . 
Prograrro:res  clearly outlined and given systematically 
in the optic of a  capitalisation denand  : 
1°  that the nodules are broken dav.n  as much  as possible into sequences 
by probing analysis so as to arrive at pennutations of certain 
sequences according to the characteristics of the function and its 
development  . 
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2°  that they be enurrerated. 
3°  that overlapping is avoided. 
4°  that they be regrouped in order of increas:ing conplexity 
After analysing the training progra.nnes sent by 
the enployrrent officers and using a  great deal of this material  ( l) , 
m:xlules were  drawn up :in  such a  way  that their grouping accord:ing 
to the objectives pursued could serve as a  basis for a  speciiren pro-
granue. 
Sorre  of these nodules are cormon  to the training 
of all placing staff.  '!he subject can be developed to a  greater or 
lesser extent and be studied nore thoroughly depending on the parti-
cular paraneters of this or that function.  For exanple,  the sequen-
ces of the general ccmron nodule  "Open  Placerrent" 'WOuld  be nore 
developed for plac:ing staff in the  jab service.  However,  all the 
units must be ha.rnonised and coordinated,  even if they are not 
connon to all the tra:ining scherres  :in  a  closed,  coherent global system. 
'!his hanronisation encourages the professional nobility of the staff, 
the positive evolution of functions,  the capacity to adapt to a  conplete 
change in the office. 
A distinction must therefore be made  between  the 
"functional" or specialised nodules,  that is, those which give initiation 
to specific duties of the function,  and the general training nodules 
which aim at providing training which leads to the aCXIUisi tion of a 
cornron set of fundanental skills. 
Thus,  for a  training course designed for those who 
have  changed function by internal pronotion,  the nodules  rendered super-
fluous by the officer's already acquired professional knc:Mledge  and 
experience can be taken out. 
'!he subject of each nodule can be inparted in a  con-
tinuous fashion - a  gradual learning of the subjects - or nore in one 
block,  in a  restricted period of tine,  and this gives variety to the 
system. 
Each of the basic nodules  can be given centrally for 
maximum  rationalisation or regionally depending on the specific nature 
of the subjects  (e.g.  local errployrrent market) . 
(1)  particularly from  "Catalogue des unites de  formation  1980"  - A.N.P.E. 
and  "Handreichungen fUr die Aus  - und Fortbildung 1979"  - B.A. - 61-
In the sa.ne way,  practical in-service training 
can be inserted between nodules and this will give trainees rrore 
direct interest in the teaching they receive. 
'Ibis in-service training which gives a  gradual 
introduction to the  exercis~e of the fnnction must be carried out 
nnder the supervision of conpetent officers. 
Lastly,  the system should also have refresher 
or retraining units which serve the double objective of presenting 
and up-dating knc:Mledge  and skills. 
'Ihis additional nodular training 
1)  will conplete and inprove the technical kna..vledge  and the 
psychological training of staff,  given at the initial training 
course,  and will develop the skills already required by exer-
cising the fnnction. 
2)  will up-date kna..vledge when  changes of a  certain i.rrportance 
have occurred and adapt the 'WOrking rrethods. 
'Ihe additional training can,  according to the size 
of the programrre,  be carried out in a  rrore or less systerratic manner 
as in initial training or,  for the purpose of continuous  training, 
done within the local office where  the agent is errployed with the 
active participation of the executive staff.  'Ihe executive staff 
must be closely associated with the training of the staff under their 
charge. 
Each local office would have the responsibility 
of making an annual list of their staff training needs and then, 
after consultation with the interested parties, drawing up a  revised 
training prograrrrre.  'Ihe central training service ¥JOuld  coordinate· 
the projects sent in by the offices and set up an action progranrre 
at national,  regional and local levels. 
'Ihere is a  particular problem which concerns offices 
having arrong  their staff placerrent officers and occupational connsel-
lors who  were engaged at a  period when staff training,  through lack 
of suitable structures, was  nainly  "on  the  job". 
The  "old guard"  advance their long experience of the  job as a  reason 
for contesting the benefit,  as far as  they are concerned,  of a  training 
course.  'Ihey put up with it and do not derive any advantage from it. - 62  -
However,  they greatly need training so as to adapt 
themselves to changing situations and get rid of attitudes and lines 
of action which do not get effective results. 
It would be bad psychology to submit them to a  beginners 
1  course, 
however reduced.  It is rather 'When  n6!V  rreasures are irrplerren  ted 
that these officers can be brought into line rmder the cover of addi-
tional training. 
'!he rrndules which apply to placing staff,  'Whet.~er 
they be placerrent officers of occupational counsellors,  have been 
established in relation to sorre overriding concerns which can each 
represent a  basic rrndel that can be broken dCMn  into smaller units, 
themselves splitting into seq:uences. 
'!his presentation does not aim at being exhaustive 
but at giving an idea of the system and its articulations. 
'!he  training rmits  (nodules)  fo:rmulate  the operational 
objectives through fixing the specific capacity which must be acquired. 
'!he nodules 
1  field of interest is not determined here 
since our approach is limited to connon nodules.  The  field of interest 
of particular nodules depends on the pa.raneters of the function. 
1.  '!he first will aim at encouraging the integration of 
placing staff into their socio-working environrrent. 
'!he staff will be better able to insert their function 
into the office 
1 s  activities as a  whole. 
This nodule will shed light on 
1°  '!he social and economic aspects of the role assigned to the office 
in the  frarrework of an active manpc:Mer  policy. 
2°  '!he organisation and frmctioning of the office its relations with 
other services . 
3 °  The  socio-economic  environrrent of the office 
- by showing its place in the public administration 
in the social security services 
- by specifying its relations with its clients  errployers,  job 
seekers,  unions. 
4 °  In relation to the role of the office,  the irrportance of the place-
rrent officer,  and occupational counsellor frmctions and the profes-
sional and hurran qualities required. • 
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5°  'lli.e  need for in-depth continuous  training for exercising these 
functions well. 
6°  The obligations on the staff resulting from their belonging to 
a  public service of a  social character. 
7°  The specific character of the employment office in public ser-
vices as a  whole.  Since it does not have a  captive clientele, 
it  must work hard to keep it through the dynamism and quality 
of the services given,  just like a  private entreprise. 
It would be desirable to have a  managerial rrember 
of staff participating in the irnplerrentation of this rrodel. 
2 .  Psychological. training in advisory techniques . 
Placement officers and occupational counsellors are intermediaries, 
rredia  tors and advisers.  · 
It is necessa:ry to replace the generally tmfavou-
rable irna.ge  the office's clients have of ''bureaucrats" with a  rrore 
human  and errbracing one of an interrrediary accessible to the concerns 
of others,  and .anxious to help and be of service. 
How  can  job seekers be led to confide thernsel  ves 
and place confidence in the service ?  How  can they be advised wit-
hout putting pressure on their decision ? 
Hav  can enployers,  Who  are sorretirres very suspicious 
about everything which seerrs  like governrrent interference in the running 
of their businesses,  be led to close collaboration with the office ? 
Psychological training can help placerrent officers 
and occupational counsellors to achieve this aim. 
3.  Technical  job training 
1°  Knowledge  about jobs 
D=aling with vacancy and  job seeker  ;  selecting an offer of enployrrent 
sui  table for the worker - neither above nor belCJN  his capabilities 
otherwise the result will be unsatisfactory  ;  finding ways of natching 
the  job seeker's profile with that of the offer or vice versa  ; 
occupational inforrra  tion to give  job seekers seeking guidance  ;  none 
of these activities can be carried out well without sufficient knav-
ledge of the content and conditions of jobs,  trades and professions. 
Utilisation of doclliTEntation on  jobs and analysis of jobs are indis-
pensable rrethods  for effective intervention. - 64  -
A critical and forward looking examination of the concept of a  job 
in the fonn of a  debate will detennine this nodule.  Given the evo-
lution of the idea,  "job", it can be asked if single job descriptions 
are not too restrictive a  frarrEWork  which no longer correspond to 
the requirerrents of  job vacancies . 
2 °  Knowledge of the labour m:u:ket 
In order to car:ry out successfully its advisory and place.rrent acti-
vi  ties,  the office must stay inforrred about condi  lions on the labour 
m:i.rket,  analyse its constituent elements and their developrrent, 
bring to light any distortions.  In this way  the offices contribute 
to detennining employrrent policies  . 
Visit to firms,  relations with vocational organisations and teaching 
establishlrents,  information on enployrrent opportunities are all 
part of placerrent officers'  and occupational counsellors'  work 
in addition to placing. 
3°  Aids  to  job insertion or rehabilitation 
Active rra.npower policies develop a  series of rreasures  for encou-
raging job insertion and occupational rehabilitation  :  incentives 
to employrrent - practical retraining courses - training,habili  tation, 
further training and occupational rehabilitation etc.  rreans which 
placerrent officers and occupational counsellors have to know  how 
to take advantage of and relate to the specific character of each 
case.  '!heir duty to infonn the workers concerned becorres a  double 
task of liaising and !Paking contact with the bodies,  institution 
or entreprises which give these forms of training. 
4 °  '!he legal aspects affecting enployers and errployees,  equal repre-
sentation comni ttees, collective agreerrents,  enployrrent contracts, 
other general employrrent problems. 
5°  Special categories of job seekers  :  the handicapped,  foreign 
workers,  etc. 
4.  Placement techniques  the administration of jobs 
offered and jobs wanted. 
Placerrent officers have  to then transcribe the pro-
files,  transrni  t  operational data and handle  them correctly. 
5. 
6. 
Visits to firms,  contacts with enployers. 
New alternatives to placerrent  : 
''open'' placerrent 
temporary work 
free vacancy service 
clearing by radio and T.V.  • • 
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Present practices and outlooks for the future 
Faced with the deterioration,  situation in the enployrrent sector,  the 
employnent sel:Vi.ces  are developing alternatives to traditional placing 
rrethods either by taking on m:magerrent of terrporary YJOrk  or by intro-
ducing open placerrent initiatives  (all vacancies are accessible for 
everyone) .  'Ihe rrethods  used and the effects of these initiatives on 
traditional placing must be studied so that these two  forms of inter-
vention can exist side by side with Imltual benefit. 
7.  'Ihe use of info  :rna tics in placerrent. 
?JUs  nodule Im.lSt  be linked with nodule  4 . M:>dule  1 
Cbjective  : 
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The  integration of placing staff in their socio-working 
environrrent 
Structure and organisation of the placerrent service  ( 2°) 
Initiate staff into the organisation and ftmctioning of the pla~nt 
service.  'lhis is general information giving an overview of the workings  1 
participants and teclmiques as  a  whole  and is not an in-depth study  1 
this being reserved for specific modules. 
Progranme  : 
1.  Breakdown of activities within the service 
2.  - 'Ihe clients  ; 
3.  'Ihe role of placenEl1t officers 
4.  'Ihe role of occupational cotmsellors 
5.  'Ihe role of other rrerrbers of staff ; 
6.  - Relations with other services of the office 
7.  Relations with other institutions 
8.  'Ihe  free vacancy service  ; 
9.  - Specialised placeirel1t  ; 
10.  - The techniques and tools  . 
M=thod  : 
Practical training in a  placenEl1t service with observation of the posts 
and study of the channels. 
Duration  : 
About 15  days • - 67-
M:>dule  1  Integration of placerrent officers into their soci~rking 
environrrent  ( 3  °) 
'Ihe errploynent office's position in the public administra-
tion as a  whole 
Objective  : 
A.  Introduction to public law and the principles governing the organi-
sation and fnnctioning of public services and the enployrrent service 
in particular. 
B.  Situating the enploy:rrent office in the context of public administra-
tion as a  whole. 
C.  Infonnation on how  to car:ry out administrative work. 
Prograrrne 
A.  1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
B. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
'lhe organisation of goveri'liD2Ilt 
- Elerrents of public law and private law  ; 
Drafting and  application of legislation and regulations 
- Conditions of administrq.tive legality ; 
- Administrative responsibility ; 
- Channels of appeal against administrative decision. 
legal status of the enployrrent office 
'lhe pc>Ners  of its agencies  ; 
- Staff regulations  :  their rights - their duties  ; 
- Functions and organisation of the employnent office 
its structures 
its pc>Ners 
its organisation 
B.  Budgetary and accounting provisions governing the fnnctioning 
of the employnent office. 
- How  to car:ry out the administrative work . 
.r.Ethods  : 
- Expose by course leaders and work in sub-groups  ; 
- Exp::>se  by outside specialists  ; 
Service visits with a  view to initiation into the techniques and 
rrethods of administrative work. 
Duration  : 
From five to ten _days. 
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M:>dule  2  Psychological training 
Objective  : 
'Ib help the candidates to becoire Irore sensitive in hunan relations, 
mainly with respect to job seekers. 
Prograrrme  : 
A.  rrhe  personality 
l  .  Its developrren  t 
2.  - The  dynamic of needs 
3 •  Frustration  ; 
4.  D=fense rrechanisms  ; 
5.  'lhe conscious and the nnconscious. 
B.  rrhe notivations of wol:king people. 
c.  rrhe  psychology of the nnemployed and the psychological consequences 
of nnemployrrent. 
D.  Analysis of certain types of job seeker  the yo1mg  - older vvorkers -
unstable vvol:kers,  etc. 
E.  Conducting adviso:ry sessions 
1.  - Oommunication and its difficulties 
2.  - Attitudes and their effect on the client 
3.  - Obstacles to communication  ; 
4.  - Perception of oneself and others. 
~thod: 
Exercis.es registered on tape recorders with analysis of the different 
elements naking up the session. 
Films  - role playing. 
Duration 
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M:xlule  3  Technical  job training  ( 1°) 
Jobs  and trades 
Cbjective  : 
Basic information on  jobs and trades 
Initiation into job analysis 
Prograrme  : 
A.  Occupational sectors  - occupational branches 
Groups of professions  - trades  - jobs  - p:>sts 
1.  - Job classification - its limits.  Critical analysis 
2.  - Levels of qualification 
3.  - Specialisation 
4.  - Allied jobs 
5.  Tools  - job rronographs,  directories, etc.  - their utilisation 
B.  Job analysis 
1 .  - ~thods of job analysis 
tasks, materials,  tools and equiprent 
nonral 'WOrking conditions 
- vocational training req:uired - the level of qualification 
- ht.man qualities required 
2.  - ~thods of observing a  job opening in the finn itself. 
~thod : 
After basic infonration and an initiation into  job analysis,  the trainees 
proceed to examine  a  job opening in a  finn and,  using the office  •  s  occu-
pational docurrentation,  individUally draw up the  job profile which 
applicants to the  job should satisfy.  'Ihen,  split into groups,  they will 
compare their opinions and subrni  t  them to critical analysis tmder the 
guidance of a  group leader. 
Duration  : 
Placement officers  10  days +  15  days practical training in the office 
they will be assigned to. 
Cccupational CotmSellors  :  15  days +  1  rronth practical training in the 
office they will be assigned to,  so that they 
can inform thernsel  ves on the trades and jobs 
in the region's main industries. - 70-
r.t:xiule  3 ·  Technical  job training  (2°) 
Knowledge of the labour narket 
<bjective  : 
Initiation into the economic aspects of the errployrrent office's acti-
vities and familiarisation with economic vocabulary. 
'llie psychological aspects of teaching adults neans that priority should 
be given to global infornation and a  critical and concrete approach 
to the developnent of a  function. 
It is thus essential to inform placenent officers of the economic and 
social context in which their action takes place and link it to the 
basic principles and ends. 
Programre  : 
1.  - Employment policies 
2.  - Employment equilibrimn ; 
3.  - Errployrrent cat.chrrEnt areas 
4.  - The working and main indicators of the national economy 
5.  - 'Ihe labour narket - its rroverrents  - its make-ups  ; 
6.  - Population structure - denography  ; 
7.  - 'Ihe general economic situation :  forecasts and statistics 
8.  - 'llie place of errploynent office in the general functioning of 
the labour narket. 
Mathod  : 
Under the guidance of a  course leader,  analysis of enployrrent statistics 
and economic reports -- study of dossiers  - cases. 
Duration  : 
Placement officers  :  6  days 
Occupational ootmsellors  :  10  days +  15  days practical training in the 
office to which they will be assigned to 
familiarise  themselves with the regional 
and local labour market. • 
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!vbdule  3  'Ieclmical Job  training  ( 3°) 
Aids to job insertion or rehabilitation 
Objective  : 
'Ib infonn the trainees of the possibilities open to adults in the field 
of vocational training so that they can be nore easily placed or re-
habilitated. 
Here it is a  question of,  on the one hand,  solving,  through occupational 
reeducation or retraining,  problems which certain ~rkers have due to 
changes in the economic structures or other notives inherent in the labour 
rrarket or even their personal situations, alleviating shortages of quali-
fied manpower  or those which cannot be satisfied by geographical nobi-
lity, giving workers without job or without qualifications the possi-
bility of acquiring the vocational training required and so rehabilitate 
therrselves or irrprove their situation,  and,  on the other hand,  making 
the trainees aware of the problem of occupational rrobili  ty. 
'lllis latter aim risks being hindered by the division between speciali-
sations.  Vocational training staff are in the position to  judge in 
which sector and in which professions,  occupational nobility is nore 
easily practicable.  Liaison with the occupational training services 
is therefore indispensable. 
Programre  : 
1.  'The  different types of vocational training  (basic training -
further training - additional training - occupational reha-
bilitation, etc.) 
2.  Training procedures 
3.  Conditions of access to training 
4.  'Ihe status of workers during training 
5.  Infonnation and quidance sessions 
M=thod  : 
When  they have visited a  vocational training centre,  the trainees split 
into sub-groups  and do case studies with,  in addition,  role playing and 
audio-visual aids. 
Duration 
4  days. - 72-
MJdule  3  Technical  job training  (3°) 
- M:asures  for promting errployment 
- Financial Aid 
Objective  : 
lJ:b  inform candidates about :rreasures  taken to develop employrrent 
or corre  to the assistance of people without enployrrent. 
Progranme  : 
A.  Measures  for promting employrrent 
1 .  - Aid to those hiring staff 
2 •  - Aid to  job hnnters 
3.  - Aid to firms being set up 
4 •  - Ai  t  to help geograiiUcal mbili  ty 
B.  Measures  to aid workers without a  job 
1 .  - Unenployrrent benefits 
2.  - Other financial assistance 
Method  : 
Exp:>se-d.ebate 
Practical training in the revelant service. 
Duration 
2  days +  1 week practical training - 73-
M:>dule  3  Technical  job training  (4°) 
The legal aspects affecting employers and employees 
Cbjective  : 
The  ernployrrent office's role of intenrediary involves it in the sphere 
of industrial relations.  What are the legal provisions and principles 
governing them ? 
Prograrrme  : 
1.  - Employment contracts 
2 •  Protection at work  and of the v.JOrk:er 
3.  Social security  ; 
4 •  - Work  relations  ; 
5.  Indus trial disputes and their regulation  ; 
6.  'Ihe legal and administrative asp:cts affecting employers and 
employees. 
M=thcxl  : 
Exp::>se  by course leaders who  will concentrate above all the legal 
provisions in relation to the activities of the placement service. 
Duration  : 
4  to 6  days. - 74-
r.tx1ule  3  Technical job training  (5°) 
'Ihe foreign workforce 
Objective  : 
'Ib help placerrent officers and occupational counsellors to deal with 
the problems foreign workers can rose the enploynent office. 
Progranme  : 
1.  - laws and regulations governing the errploynEnt of foreign workers 
2.  The different categories of foreign workers and the laws they 
are subject to 
3.  - Social protection of foreign workers 
4.  'Ihe psychology of the foreign worker - hunan problems 
5.  - The problems of integrating foreign workers in finns 
6.  The office's reception for foreign workers 
7.  - The  institutions or organisations which could contribute to 
solving the  job problems of foreign workers 
~thod: 
Didactic exp:>se  - work in sub-group:; 
Films - case study 
Duration  : 
Five days. - 75  -
M::xlule  4  Placerrent techniques  dealing with job vacancies and 
job seekers 
Cbjective  : 
A.  Initiate trainees into registering job vacancies 
B.  Initiate trainees into receiving and registering job seekers 
'Ihe matching of vacancies - job seekers is the subject of the 
following module. 
Progranne  : 
A.  Job vacancies 
1.  I:etails about the vacancy 
2 .  Registering vacancies 
'Ihe docurrents - the card indexes 
3.  Drawing up an occupational profile of vacancies 
4.  - M=ans  and rrethods of corrmunicating the vacancies 
5.  Up-dating vacancies 
B.  Job seekers 
1 .  Reception of job seekers and interview 
2.  Registering the  job seeker 
3.  Drawing up the occupational profile 
qualifications arrl level of training 
4 .  - Up-dating  job seekers 
M=thod  : 
Training with recording of interviews 
case study - role playing 
Duration - 76-
Sub-nodule c  Processing job vacancies  and  job seekers 
( cfr. nodule  4) 
Objective  : 
'Ib train carrlidates to satisfy employers  and  job seekers or to create 
the conditions for obtaining this result. 
Progranme  : 
'Ihe different ways of matching vacancies  and  job seekers 
- Negotiating a  reconciliation between the requirerrents of the vacancy 
and the job seeker 
- negotiable elerrents  :  rrodification of the job requirenents or 
adaption of the jab seeker leading to 
suggestions on how to make  the job seeker 
rrore conpeti  ti  ve. 
techniques of presenting argurrents 
'Ihe various rreans  and ~s  of placerrent 
- The follow-up. 
M=thod  : 
- Practical training in a  placerrent service where trainees  "nnderstu:ly" 
place:rrent officers and,  nnder their control,  and progressively carry 
out operations involving the registration of vacancies and job seekers 
(nodule  4)  and their processing. 
At the end of the practical training,  the trainees will rreet in groups 
arrl discuss filned cases and do exercises tmder the guidance of the 
group leader. 
- Specialised working groups.  Each placerrent officer will bring 10 va-
cancies and the profiles of 10  job seekers.  '!he conclusions drawn 
from this analysis will lead to a  choice of profiles being made 
which might interest the enployer and this will make placerrent offi-
cers rrore aware of employers'  preferences in the field of vocational 
training. 
Duration 
From one to two nonths 
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IYbdule  5  Visits to finns,  con  tact with eTIJ?loyers 
Finns 
Objective  :  ( 1 °) 
'Ib gain knowledge about finns,  the nain openings  for  job seekers. 
Prograrrme  : 
A.  Firms in the organisation of the econorrw 
1.  The  different types of finn  (according to the nature,  size, 
legal status, etc.  ) 
2.  - 'Ihe structure of firms 
3.  - 'Ihe sources of economic infonnation on finrs 
B.  Firms and enployment 
1.  'lhe effect of financial,  colllTercial or technical decisions 
on employment 
2.  - Finns in their socio-ecooorni.c context 
C.  Firms  and the labour force 
1.  - Personnel managerrent and its problems  (turn over - absenteeism -
posted v..ork) 
2.  Fecrui  ting procedures - selection rrethods 
3.  - Systems of pay 
4.  - Staff representation 
5 .  Lock-outs and strikes 
D.  Finns and vocational training 
1 .  Identification of needs  and detennination of objectives 
2.  - Vocational training within the finn 
3.  - Other fonrs of vocational training 
M=thod  : 
Exfose--debate,  group discussions,  visit to a  finn 
Duration  : 
Five days - 78-
M:xlule  5  Visits to firrrs,  contact with employers 
Marketing visits 
Tb  establish relations of trust with firms  and their professional 
organisations and so gain the maximum  advantage  from the contact, 
placenEnt officers nrustp::>ssess  concrete and precise infonna.tion con-
cerning the firms in their region and be able to put it in the con-
text of national and general in  forma. tion of the sarre  type  ( cfr. m:xlu-
le 5  1 ° inforrration on firrns) • 
Placerrent officers must therefore collect infornation useful to the 
office and supply useful infornation to firms. 
Programre  : 
1.  Information to be gathered for the office 
- knowledge of firms.'  activities 
information on trades and  jobs 
distribution of labour force 
info:rmation on manp::Mer  problems - vacant posts 
follow-up to offers of enployrrent sent to the office 
2.  Infornation to give firms on  : 
the placerrEnt services'  assistance 
assistance in vocational training 
assistance in job insertion 
adjusting vacancy requirerents to r:esol  ve manJ.X)Wer  shortages 
3.  - Preparation for visits to firms 
1°  conducting a  marketing consultation  ;  attitudes towards 
enployers  ;  on the basis of prior infonnation, placerrent 
officers can examine aspects of a  problem on first contact 
with the enployer 
Placement officers must not only be trained from their par-
ticular teclmical point of vicw but also be taught how  to 
use their psyChological skills in contacts with employers. 
'Ihey need to have a  strong sense of responsibility and be 
able to present intelligent and convincing argl.ID'el1ts  so that 
an identification between the intentions of the office and 
the enployer can be arrived at. - 79  -
1.  Selection of the  fi:rms with whidl contact would be 
rrost fruitful. 
2.  'Iechniques of transmitting the infonnation. 
3 •  'Iechniques of m:n:keting as such  ; 
'Ihe art of - presenting argurrents 
- negotiating  1  finding an opening for a 
comron course of action 
4.  Particular factors which must be kept in mind  ;  rotiva-
tion  1  employers •  doubts vis-a-vis the office  . 
2 °  Visit reports 
M=thod  : 
Recording similated marketing visits on tape.  'Ihese serve as a  basis 
for group discussion on these visits. 
Films and teaching exercises  .  Visits to finrs. 
Duration 
10  days. - 80-
M:xlule  7  Informatics 
Objective  : 
This m:xlule is reserved for placerrent officers and occupational conn-
sellers of enployrrent offices which make  use of inforrratics.  It aims 
at giving them general infonration on inforrratics and familiarising them 
with the uses of this tool for carrying out their tasks. 
Prograrme  : 
Employrrent agencies with recourse to infonratics enploy it in various 
ways as  a  tool  :  registering job seekers - registering and corrmunica-
ting job vacancies -·processing and satisfying jcb vacancies and  job 
seekers-statistics, etc. 
'Ihis diverse use is a  result of a  gradual and cautious introduction 
of an instrurrent difficult to manage.  'Ihese variations condition the 
training progranme. 
Considerations  : 
Corrputers are inforrration nanagenent tools which employment services 
are nON using rrore and rrore after initial experience in many  cases 
of an insufficiently prepared introduction. 
'Ihanks to t:r."enEndous  progress in these techniques,  effective solutions 
were  fotmd for the difficulties arising from their initial application. 
By nON it can be oonsidered that informatics have developed to such 
a  point that they can give enployrrent services alrrost irreplaceable 
assistance in conmunicating and processing vacancies, efficient clea-
ring of job vacancies and  job seekers and studying the labour market. 
However,  the introduction of informatics has aroused mistrust and even 
antagonism anongst the staff whose habitual routine is drastically 
changed by the imposition of corrplex code systems,  without rrentioning 
the fears aroused by the p::>ssibili  ty of rigorous rroni toring. 
Undoubtedly,  not emugh attention was paid to the psychological pre-
paration of staff which should accorrpany or, better still, precede 
any great refonn.  Since that tirre the situation has progressed. 
The use of inforrratics has been accepted in enploynent services and 
recruits are initiated into the new  techniques right from the start 
with the result that the problem of rejection is scarcely presenting 
itself anyrrore . 
1.. 
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'Ihis initiation should first and forerrost consist in  : 
1.  Familiarisation with conputers 'Which  should be dert¥S tified by 
rreans of an explanation of their logical and physical structure, 
their possibilities and  the uses  to which they can be put. 
2.  Making the participants aware of inforrratics'  potential impact 
on the organisation of placerrent services.  '!his inpa.ct is even 
greater,  the rrore  the operational placing variables and the 
rrerrory banks are corrplete and the rrore their quality and up-da-
teness allow the computer to really deal with and process the 
index cards. 
3.  'Ihe potential of conputers 
After being infomed about ·what conputers can offer them,  place-
rrent officers and occupational counsellors will then have to 
learn,  especially by rreans of simulation exercises,  hCJN  to 
dialogue with the conputer and ask selective questions. 
However,  it is essential to put them on their guard against 
the danger of abusive standardisation which corrputers can present 
and show that the use of infoimatics does not exclude the com-
plexi  ties of rrediation.  In other words,  placerrent officers and 
occupational counsellors will still, inspite of ever_ything,  have 
to deploy their intuitive faculties for pronoting the matching 
of job seekers and enployers in the labour rrarket.  Although 
their intervention becorres less obvious, it nevertheless renains 
essential. 
~ule 8  International clearing 
S.  E.  D.  0.  C. 
'Ihe S.E.D.O.C.  system must undoubtedly be  the subject of a  special 
nodule. 
On  this subject we  draw attention to what has been done by the 
Community  in the sphere of S.E.D.O.C.  training,  both on the level 
of rrethodology and of content  . - 82-
Additional rrodules  for occupational counsellors 
M:>dule  :  Occupational counsellors 
Objective  : 
'Ib make  the trainees aware of the various aspects of the function. 
'Ib determine their sphere of action and pick out their specific 
forms of intervention. 
Programre  : 
Analysis of the  function of occupational counsellors and detennination 
of this function 
1 s  sphere of action  : 
A.  Dispensing of occupational info:r:mation 
Personalised information and collective information on  jobs,  their 
openings,  conditions for exercising them,  ways of access. 
B.  Occupational guidance 
1.  1he exploratory phase 
2.  1he evaluation of the situation - occupational estirrate 
3.  'Ihe search for a  solution with possible collaboration from 
placerrent officers,  the psychology service,  the medical 
service,  vocational training bodies, etc. 
4 .  - 'Ihe conclusion 
5.  'Ihe inplerrentation and the follow-up 
6 .  'Ihe rules of professional conduct. 
C.  Study of the labour rra:rket 
Active collaboration in gathering infonnation on the labour :rrru:ket -
its developrrent - its economic and social aspects. 
D.  External relations 
Contact with firms,  professional organisations,  vocational training 
ba:lies 
E.  leadership or guidance of a  team 
See special rrodule 
.M::!thod  : 
- Expose  followed by group discussions 
- Recording of an advisory session 
- Practical training alongside an occupational counsellor 
Duration  : 
5  days  + one m:mth 
1 s  practical in-service training 
.. • 
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.TWdule  Leadership or guidance of a  team 
Objective  : 
To train occupational connsellors to lead and/or guide a  team. 
Prograrrrne  : 
1.  - !Wti  vating the  team 
2.  Information within the team 
3.  - Organising the  team 
1 s  w::>rk  for greater effectiveness 
4.  Guiding and encouraging the  team 
5.  Group  dynamics 
M=thod  : 
the concept of roles 
styles of leadership 
effectiveness in the leadership 
effectiveness in the group 
1 s  w::>rking 
Learning from experience,  hence  the use of exercises,  role playing -
work in sub-groups.  Practical training. 
Aids  :  board - video - recordings. 
Duration  : 
'Ihree days + one week 
1 s  in-service training 
M:xlule  :  Place.nent of executives 
Objective 
To  train occupational counsellors in the specialised placement of 
executives. 
Prograrrme  : 
1.  'Ihe concept of executive w::>:rk 
2.  'Ihe psychology of executives 
3.  'Ihe drawing up of an executive occupational profile 
4.  rrhe analysis of job vacancies 
5.  - Negotiation with the enployer - 84-
6.  Conmunication of vacancies 
7.  - 'Ihe verification of occupational and psychological aptitude -
preselection 
8.  'Ihe presentation and follow-up 
9.  'Ihe role and rrethods of private recruitrtEnt agencies 
.r.Ethod  : 
Expose by those in charge of recruiting executives in firms. 
Recording of advisory sessions - case study - group discussion. 
Duration  : 
Five days  folloY~ed by  15  days in-service training. 
• .. 
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M:rlule  Rehabilitation of handicapped workers 
Cbjective  : 
To introduce occupational counsellors to rreasures designed to inte-
grate or reintegrate handicapped VvUrkers  into society and the labour 
rrarket. 
Programrre  : 
l.  Policies concerning the rehabilitation of the handicapped 
social and economic aspects 
legal provisions to aid errployrrent and rehabilitation of 
the handicawed 
2.  - Categories of handicapped - the nature of their handicap 
3.  1he psychology of the handicapped 
4.  Drawing up an occupational evaluation 
5.  - Occupational guidance - team cooperation 
6 .  Collaboration with institutions for rehab ill  tation 
7.  - Aids  to rehabilitation 
8 .  - Negotiation with finns - adaptation of jobs . 
Method  : 
Exposes. 
Under the guidance of a  group leader - work in sub-groups  1  case study  1 
teaching garres,  films etc. 
In-service training in an office and participation in occupational 
consultations. 
Duration  : 
8  days and three weeks  in-service training  . - 86  -
3.1.5.  Educational evaluation 
It is not sufficient to describe the end result in 
terns of skills and courses of action to be learnt. 
It is necessary to rreasure their acquisition. 
To  be effective,  this evaluation cannot be solely 
concerned with reaching the final objective.  'Ihe evaluation should 
be analytic and carried out after each part of the training, starting 
with the smallest training unit  ;  it should also be continmus. 
Before putting into practice any nodule or sequence 
there should be a  diagnostic evaluation which determines to what 
extent the ideas have been rrastered,  a  certain mastery being an 
indispensable prerequisite for the new  sequence.  At the end of the 
practice,  a  neil evaluation will shO"W  what has been aCXJuired.  Whilst 
the evaluation carried out in this way will give a  picture of the 
skills aCXJuired,  it should also, by showing the degree of mastery 
of the ideas,  indicate any J?OSSible  rerredial rreasures which may  need 
to be made. 
The  evaluation of the skills aCXJuired will also lead 
to a  rrore  global evaluation of the nodular system itself.  It can there-
fore lead to a  reformulation of the nodules or even their elimination 
or insertion.  Carried out in an educational frarrework  directed at 
adults,  and integrating the training into the realities of the  job, 
the evaluation can also lead to an examination of the utility of the 
nodule in relation to the actual condi  lions for exercising a  function. 
~thods of evaluation 
The rrethods are related to the different fonns  of skill or knowledge 
to be evaluated  :  evaluating the acquisition of technical knowledge 
requires different rrethods  from the evaluation of psychological or 
social attitudes, or "savoir-faire".  Traditional rrethods  - grading, 
replies to personalised or multiple choice questionnaires - can be 
used when investigating a  concrete area of knaYledge.  Evaluation can-
not,  however,  rely exclusively on anyone of these rrethods. 
The  evaluation of non-technical skills is nore corrplex _ 
and requires a  rrore subtle approach enploying various rrethods 
a  descriptive evaluation scale 
a  critical evaluation fo:rned in discussion with the trainee 
self-evaluation on the part of each trainee 
impressions of the course and group leaders - 87-
- qua.li  tati  ve inforriE.tion collected during the  follow-up sessions  1 
that is  1  during the rreeting organised a  few nonths after training 
and during which the participants draw up a  balance-sheet 
those in charge of user services can also arrive at an evaluation 
through the attitudes and performance at YX)rk  ;  this evaluation 
concerns the ability to transfer training into practical use 
in the  job 
feed-back-- 88-
3. 2 •  TEACHING  METHODS 
'lhere is not much  room for innovation in the field 
of teaching :rrethods . 
They  are distinguished either by their active 
character,  keeping in mind the prior background and experience of 
the participants,  .  or by their rrore theoretical character - rrore 
traditional and authoritarian. 
After studying the countries concerned, it can be 
sait that, in practice,  teaching rrethods are linked to the content 
of training objectives  (theoretical or abstract knc:Mledge,  or prac-
tical skills)  and training scherres often conbine these different 
rrethods  even though one might be  favoured over the other. 
3.  2 .1.  Well defined,  general theoretical subjects may 
be linked with rrore traditional teaching which is rrore theoretical 
the training staff decide what material to teach and the teaching 
is carried out in a  rrore authoritarian nanner by rreans of courses 
and lectures. 
The  choice of this rrethod is rrore corrnon for legal, 
economic or administrative subjects which are often taught by rmi-
versity staff or other people  from outside the service who  can only 
teach for limited periods of tirre.  Occasionally this rrethod is used 
to give basic material for further study and discussion in working 
groups. 
The  drawback of this type of teaching based on the 
direct transmission of knc:Mledge  is the lack of interaction within 
the groups,  the lack of flexibility for individual needs and the ab-
sence of feedback,  in short,  less invol  verrent on the part of the 
participants. 
'lhe drawbacks  can,  however,  be mitigated by the or-
ganisation of exchanges of ideas and discussions after the course 
or lecture which will continue to stimulate ideas. 
3.2.2.  These same kinds of subjects may  also be approached 
by active rrethods based on the practical exr:erience of the participants 
who  must be made  aware of the questions, but these :rrethods  are of the 
inductive type. - 89  -
Active rrethods based on induction require a  great 
deal of guidance by the teachers,  both during the discussions and 
in the setting up of the groups. 
The working groups which are generally set up with 
this kind of rrethod stimulate the participants'  spirit of initiative 
and i:rquiry and so heighten interest in the subjects studied. 
With this fonnula it is necessary to clearly define, 
restrict and structure the discussions,  and the group leader must 
keep finn control  . 
Used  a  correct fashion,  this rrethod gives intensive 
training,  stimulates interaction bebNeen the participants and mikes 
it possible to deal with individual gaps. 
It can,  hcwever,  give rise to  tensions within the group and to apply 
it well takes a  good deal of tirre • 
'Ihe groups should also be set up so as to include 
people who  corrplerrent each other as far as this is possible.  'Ihus, 
it is advantageous  to unite in the sarre group people who  have  a  cri-
tical and constructive mind with those 'Who  have a  dynamic  t.errperarrent 
this will enliven the discussion and stimulate the exchange of diffe-
rent p::>in ts of view. 
When  the results of the different groups are finally. 
brought together there is an opp::>rtunity for educationally enriching 
discussions . 
3.  2 . 3.  Active but non-directive teaching rrethods  can only 
be used for training with a  practical content :  the learning of prac-
tical skills, working methods  (processing vacancies/job seekers) . 
Such training may  be based on the experience and 
problems of the participants and progress  t:oNards  a  conceptualisation 
of practical knowledge. 
'Ibis rrethod of training, practiced in isolation, 
is despite everything restrictive as regards the fonnulation of alter-
natives and the conceptualisation of problems.  However,  it. does 
involve participation from the trainees. 
3.2.4.  Various didactic techniques can be used in teaching  ( 1) 
"Role playing" or live derronstrations which place the participants 
in situations close to real life where there is conflict or the need 
to mike  a  decision.  Tile  various aspects of the problem can be con-
6  sidered in a  guided discussion. 
This  technique requires thorough preparation as regards the teaching 
objectives. 
( l)  rrhis section is inspired by Dr.  Jurgen VOELKNER •  s  study  "Das Lehr-
rrethoden - Instrurrentarium flir Fortbildungsverantstaltungen". - 90  -
- Case studies 
A nethod of collective study used deepen certain aCXJuired skills 
by examination of a  particular exarrple or report with the aim 
of arriving at a  solution.  Since it is based on situations close 
to reality this nethod is very useful in training but it requires 
thorough preparation otherwise the exercise will not be successful. 
- Audio-visual nethods 
- Film used mainly to study the organisation of the ~rk, to 
reveal the use of psychology as applied to the solution of 
certain problems and for occupational information. 
tape recorders,  for reoording simulated consultations or types 
of cases 'Which  can serve as stimulation for group work 
closed-circuit T.V.  for the multiple reproduction of a  teaching 
exercise,  transmitted direct or later, after recording on a 
magnetic band 
teaching machines which present audio-visual dOClliiE11ts  and then 
propose exercises to the students,  rronitor the resrx>nses  and, 
depending on the case,  continue the exercise or send the student 
back to an earlier step. 
'Ihe teaching is split into three operations 
transmission of inforrra.tion 
- oorrposi  tion of assimilation exercises 
decision on the  following step 
- practical training in services so that students can corrpare  theory 
with reality. 
This practical training should imrediately follow upon theoretical 
teaching in such a  way  that the courses alternate during the trai-
ning period. 
- Visits, mainly to finns and vocational training institutes and centres, 
corrplerrent practical in-service training. 
Visits to finns serve a  double objective  : 
a.  to inform the participants of the activities, organisation and 
problems of the lalx>ur force in firms  to lea.I!l,  through actual 
e~rience, about the  jobs there and, if need be,  analyse the main 
ones. 
b.  to establish and develop,  through personal oontact,  good relations 
bebNeen  the errploynent office and errployers and workers . 
'  ... 
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A visit to a  firm must be prepared with care for the trainees to gain 
the greatest benefit from it  without distm:bing the employer and staff 
too much. 
Visits to vocational training institutes and centres show the parti-
cipants the conditions in which adult vocational training is carried 
out,  the difference between this training and rrore  "school-like" 
teaching 'Which  generally deters people who  have reached the age of 
maturity,  and the rrethods  used to provide valid training in a  short 
tirre. 
Any visit should finish with an exchange of ideas between the parti-
cipants on the infornation gathered and be subject to an individual 
or collective re:p:>rts  and an identification card which will be added 
to the office's docunentation. 
IbC\.l!ren tation 
Manuals  on administration and handbooks on  jobs  (containing,  for 
exanple,  job rronographs  and occupational categories)  are tools 
of placerrent officers and occupational counsellors and indispensable 
adjuncts  to the training.  A specialised library will aid trainees 
who  wish to aD:luire further infonnation  . - 92-
3.  3.  RESPONSIBILITIES  IN TRAINING  - OlaNISATICl'.J' 
The need for structured and systematic training of 
ernployrren t  office staff,  adapted to the eoonomic and social requi-
renents of the labour nar.ket,  is no longer questioned. 
3. 3.1.  'Ihe organisation of this training devolves nainly 
on national employrrent services because they are the rrost qualified 
to draw up and implenent prograrmes adapted to cover the training 
needs of their specialised services. 
'Ihis does not exclude outside contributions parti-
cularly from specialists from bo:lies interested in employnent pro-
blems such as academic institutions, professional organisations and 
a  nurrber of authorities and institutions, public or private, whose 
assistance can oontribute greatly to training of a  high standard. 
Part of the training progra:rrrre  can even be dele-
gated in sone way  to specialised bodies through arrangerrent to be 
agreed. 
3. 3. 2.  We  have already enphasised that a  training pro-
granme can only operate within a  broader strategy based on the pos-
sible future evolution of the function.  '!he person in charge of 
training must therefore be involved in the office 
1 s  general policy 
and the processes of change.  'Ihis person must therefore have a 
position which is sufficiently senior to be integrated into all 
decision naking on the subject. 
On  the other hand,  they must also display in a 
ooncrete rranner,  their interest in training and the irrportance they 
attach to it, not only to encourage the trainees but also to support 
the training staff.  'Ihis interest can best be shown by active pa.r-
ticipation in the educational process. 
3. 3. 3.  Organisation of training to cover different aspects 
of the function req:uires an appropriate and pernanent administrative 
structure.  Spasrrodic training, not structured as part of an overall 
plan and which is left to the good intentions of irrprovised instruc-
tors cannot obtain lasting results.  Training must be ooherent and 
oontinuous. 
3. 3.4.  'Ihe training service should operate in constant 
cx:x:>peration with the service responsible for fanning the service 
1 s 
policy and be able to establish relations with all the parties inte-
rested in training.  It should therefore be set up at central level. - 93  -
In order to act rrore efficiently, the training 
service should have a  certain autonomy within the service as a 
whole so that it can escape administrative restrictions. 
'Ihis autonomy should not lead to isolation within the service be-
cause liaison with other services is required - particularly the 
services where  trainees are assigned. 
3.3.5.  The  schemes  implemented cannot be isolated from 
their institutional implications.  An employrrent office  •  s  training re-
quirements are born and expressed in a  specific economic,  social, 
political and regulatory context.  Alnost co~ting objectives in 
the field of training nay be the seat of diverging practical realities  . 
'Iherefore,  a  weighing up of alternatives is necessary. 
3 . 3 . 6 .  'Ihe  training progra.rrme itself can be centralised 
or not.  In the case of decentralised training,  the training service 
will be run also at regional and/or local levels, 'Where it can or-
ganise,  coordinate and survey training activities.  'Ihe choice will 
be detennined by the nurrbers of staff to be trained or by their dis-
tribution over a  geographical area - whether it is spread out or re-
stricted.  It is also necessa:ry to establish a  distinction between 
basic training prograrrrres,  connon to all officers  1  and further,  ad-
vanced,  refresher or retraining programres 'Where  the content can differ 
from region to region.  M)reover,  these latter prograrrrres can be run 
to a  great extent by irmediate supervisors on 'Whom  the res!X)nsibili  ty 
for training their staff usually devolves. 
To  carry out training at two  levels,  local and rrore 
centralised,  seems the rrost sui  table fonnula.  In this way,  it is p:>s-
sible to both rationalise the organisation of training and keep in 
mind specific local needs.  'Ihe inter-regional contacts :rrade  p:>ssible 
by centralised training will give the participants the opp:>rtunity 
to exchanging info:rnation and experiences .  Apart from individual 
and collective h1..limll  enrichment,  such training ensures the prorrotion 
of the office thanks  to the rrore flexible administrative structures 
which result. 
In additio!l,  these inter-regional contacts are absolutely indispensable 
for placerrent training based on a  nore dynamic  conception of the pla-
cement officer which is derived fom current problems caused by social, 
technical and social changes. 
3. 3 . 7.  'llie  franework in which training takes place rerrains 
to be detennined.  Training in the work place is not to be recollllEnded. 
A change of scene,  a  calm environnent,  a  certain comfort, all these 
contribute to creating a  favourable psychological effect.  The  creation 
of training centres of schools within the service or in collaboration 
with other institutions and organised at a  national or regional level 
makes  it p::>ssible  to rreet training needs with great effectiveness 
on a  perrranent basis.  Courses of limited duration and sirninars can - 94  -
also be organised in hotels available during the low season  :  this 
is a  nore flexible formula which has the advantage of facilitating 
staff travel. 
'Ihe cost of these residential courses which are 
so useful for developing oontact between the participants from 
different regions unfortunately hinders their implerrentation when 
the financial resources allocated to training are limited. 
3. 3.8.  Training staff 
'Ib educate or instruct is an art, a  skill for 
which preparation is needed. 
'!he  task of training should be entrusted to instructors chosen not 
only because of their special knowledge but also because of their 
aptitude for teaching.  This aptitude depends on a  variety of qua-
lities :  authority which derives  from natural ascendancy and not 
from their senior !X)Si tion - liking for human  contact - an under-
standing nature and the flexibility to adapt - psychological feeling -
the ability to speak well. 
Training staff must be prepared for their task, 
in particular they must be made  familiar with the rrethods  and tech-
niques of adult education such as  :  facilitating rreetings,  case 
studies,  corrmunication exercises and the use of audio-visual tech-
niques.  Havever,  this must be accorrpanied by information on the 
pros and cons of each rrethod or technique so that the nost appro-
priate one can be matched with the proposed training course. 
In addition,  in order that a  general training 
progranme nay be drawn up and additional or advanced training given, 
trainers must be prepared to diagnose the needs of their group 
and detennine the training objectives. 
So that teaching can be adjusted to real needs, 
it is necessary that the instructors liaise continually with the 
chiefs of the officers to be trained or already trained.  '!hey must 
up-date their infonna  tion and skills because it is essential that 
they should not fall behind the tirres,  all the nore since,  as we 
have already stressed,  the progranne must be drawn up with an eye 
to the future. 
If they are assigned full-tirre to training duties -
which is very desirable- they should be able to periodically reenter 
practical 8ervice so that they can maintain a  high level of effec-
tiveness.  ~reover, in certain countries there is a  rule that staff 
should not prolong the exercise of a  specialised training function 
nore than 4  to 5  years. - 95  -
In virtue of the basic training r~renents so de-
tennined,  the preparation of the training staff can be structured 
in the following fashion  : 
1.  continuous psychological,  sociological and teacher training or-
ganised in the form of a  round table  ;  subjects can range from 
analysis of the training policy,  taking into account the 
office's training policy 
- analysis of the organisation of the training.  'Ihis therre deals 
with the insertion of training staff's work in the institutio-
nal frarrework of the office 
analysis of training needs in relation to the specific nature 
of a  function  (job service officers, officers in charge of 
info  rna  tion,  officers in traditional placement service, etc.  ) 
- analysis of the  functions,  etc. 
rrhis  type of training in the form of round table, 
is based on the training officers 'experience of training and on their 
concrete problerrs which must be dealt with by particular actions. 
Training staff's woik will be enriched by the acquisition of theo-
retical rrethods of analysis. 
2.  By  specific training courses of a  technical nature.  'Ihese are 
a  response to the introduction or developrrent of training rrethods 
such as  : 
simulation teclmiques 
audio-visual teaching,  etc. - 96  -
3.4.  COST/EFFICIENCY  ANALYSIS 
The critical objective initially inpa.rted to this 
study might irrply that it  was  possible to draw up an optirral rx:>licy 
for the training of employrrent office staff from the analysis of pre-
sent training rx:>licies,  taking into consideration the cost/efficiency 
ratio. 
This recourse to cost/efficiency analysis proves, 
at the end of the analysis,  to be inopi;X)rtune. 
3.4.1.  At COmmunity  level first and foremost. 
A cost/efficiency analysis presupposes the analysis 
of corrpeting training rx:>licies which are pursuing the sarre objectives. 
Indeed,  the efficiency of a  training scherre can 
only be appreciated on the basis of teriiE and criteria,  the setting 
up of which itself I;X)Stulates  the existence of airrs  and objectives 
unani.rrously accepted by the different errployrrent services in the 
COrmn.mi ty concerned in this study. 
However,  it seems that there are differences of 
opinion regarding the aims and objectives to be assigned to the 
enployrrent services in the different countries,  and thus nakes the 
conparison very difficult and renders any attempt at hamonisation 
of the training of service staff open to contention. 
Given that the fnnctioning of the enployrrent ser-
vices and the rreasures necessary to irrprove them both depend uniquely 
on the institutional, historical and political provisions of a  certain 
conn  try, it is evident that no single training formula can be applied 
to the IreTiber states. 
The conditions for training efficiency must be de-
fined in a  realistic fashion,  with regard to the conntl:y's objectives 
as  e~ressed in the conception of the  job and the po:Ners  thus required 
in the exercise of the function. 
Since this study does not propose to prononnce a 
value  ju.dgerrent on the conceptions presented here, is it then still 
pertinent to assess the training policies acconding to common  criteria ? 
Should it not be concluded that the success of a  training policy must 
be evaluated in relation to specific national concerns  ? 
The  posing of these questions shows  the problem of 
evaluation at Community  level. .. 
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3.4.2.  Even at national level,  the question of cost/efficiency 
analysis is far from finding an answer. 
Firstly,  the approach to the problem of training, 
errployed in this study is mluntarily characterised by a  great insis-
tence on the resul  t.s  to be acconplished rather than the rreans  to im-
plement them - excepting the affirrration of the necessity for optima.l 
rreans. 
Next,  the criteria of profitability and productivity, 
developed by the ma.rket  econo.~, do not lend the:rrsel  ves well to the 
economic evaluation of the cost of an office's training activities. 
Is it  tx=>SSible  to assess  the efficiency of a  training 
scherre in relation to the  "profitability" or return of the placerrent 
services,  nore particularly,  the retur:n on  the  2  ftm.ctions which in-
terest this study ?  If so,  hON  can this notion of return be explained ? 
Can it be linked to the results obtained ? 
In addition,  are not certain factors which condition the return on the 
staff, unrelated to any training action ? 
From the replies supplied by the countries parti-
cipating in the inquicy, it results that there is no tried and true 
:rrethod which can be used to quantify the benefits of training in 
financial  terrrs and to assess,  on the basis of objective criteria, 
the efficiency and the return on each placement officer and occupational 
cotmSellor taken individually. 
It is certainly possible to statistically :rreasure 
certain conponents of the activities of placerrent officers and occupa-
tional counsellors but these data are not really suitable for :rreasuring 
the retun1 on these officers since there are too rrany variables which 
render their application :rrerely relative.  The  assessrrent of the work 
carried out by each one of them and the effect of training can only 
be expressed by a  collection of non-statistical indications which ooly 
the irmediate superiors are able to formulate. 
In the absence of a  system of cost/efficiency analy-
sis,  the Genn:m Federal Errployrrent Office regularly submi  t.s  the fnnc-
tioning of its placerrent services to critical scrutinies while research 
on the subject is carried out by an opinion :poll institute on behalf 
of the Minis  t:r.y of Labour  . 
In France,  rrhe  National Errployrrent Agency is e:xperi-
rrenting,  in two  regions, with a  :rrethod of rranagerrent analysis with a 
view to obtaining a  better knONledge of the results obtained to the 
means  irrplerrented. - 98-
In ccnclusion,  although the nethod of analysing 
costs arrl projects is, in drawing up a  budget,  an instrument which 
facilitates decision naking concerning the various possibilities 
of action entailed in an enployrrent rx:>licy  in the broad sense, 
arrong  them the developnent of the placenent services, it is diffi-
cult to use it in assessing the effectiveness and benefit of a 
training policy for placenent officers and occupational cormsellors 
because too many of the results cannot be analysed statistically. 
On  the other hand,  one can at present note the 
restrictive effects of budgetary considerations follcwed by the 
gove:rnrrents,  which can prevent those in charge of training from 
allocating resources to the rrost appropriate neans,  influencing 
them instead to look at the neans rather than the results to be 
attained. 
It therefore appears that while the cost/efficien-
cy ratio 1.mdoubtedly figures in the services  •  calculations, its 
irrportance is not as imrediate as in the private sector. ·A trai-
ning scherre cannot then,  be  justified on the sole basis of the 
cost/efficiency ratio. 
, 
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4.  FINAL  PIDPOSAIS 
The problem of staff training has always concerned 
employnent services but currently this problem is even rrore acute. 
'Ihe acceleration of socio-economic changes and the 
resulting problems which confront the services give rise to a  con-
s tan  t  redefinition of policies,  the extension of these policies and 
a  parallel adaptation of staff resources.  'lhis adaptation is even 
greater for the two current operational functions of enployrrent offi-
ces,  that of placerrent officer and that of occupational counsellor. 
However,  it is irrpossible to give a  norrrative di-
rrension to this study, either at the level of individual  participant 
countries or at Conrnunity  level, because there has not been a  prior 
systematic survey of current and projected rreasures by the services 
which may  lead to a  new  definition of the  functions of placerrent 
officers and occupational counsellors. 
'Ihe conclusions shed light on the urgent and irn-
perati  ve need for such a  survey in order that the present study 
nay be exploited to the full . 
Hc:wever,  this study will rrak.e  it possible for the 
services that have participated to profit by their mutual experience 
and so make  the rrost out of their current training rx:>licies in the 
light of the critical assessrrent made  here. 
From this :perspective,  a  Corrmuni ty collaboration 
would be the best way  to broaden this stu:ly on training. 
Such a  Oommunity  collaboration in the field of 
staff training would be set up in the follavving way. 
Article 118 of the Treaty setting up the European 
Economic  Corrmuni ty stipulates that, in conformity with the general 
objectives of the Treaty,  the Carmission has  the task of prorroting 
close collaboration in the social sphere,  particularly in fields re-
lating to employment. - 100  -
'Ihe training of employm:mt office staff will gain 
in effectiveness if cooperation, or at least a  reciprocal exchange 
of info:r:rra tion, was pronoted in an organised fashion between :rrerrber 
states, or at least those arrong  them who  have the sane conception 
of the role of their placement services.  'Ihis would avoid much 
prelimina:ry investigation and research which can be long and expen-
sive. 
This sharing of info:r:rration could be achieved by 
an exchange of officials participating as observers in training 
sessions and of all docurrentation on training prograriT£es  and rrethods. 
One  could even envisage a  cannon study on basic 
programre which could then serve as a  basis and reference mint for 
the specific programres of each cotmtry. 
It would be desirable for the Corrmission to take 
the initiative in setting up this collaboration which would contri-
bute not only to a  ha:rnonisation of working rrethods but also to a 
better fnnctioning of errployrrent offices. 